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Council
Selects
Leaders

The Student Council Wed-
nesday selected Chairpersons for
five independent S.C. commit-
tees for the next academic year.

Pam Kamman will manage
the Food Co-Op, Mike Gold will
chair the Fine Arts committee,
and the SC Film Series will be
directed by Neil Katin and
Cathy Battaglia Mike Rabino-
witz will head Flying Monkey,
an outdoor concert series, and
Jackie Coolidge will be the
Public Interest Investment Ad-
visory Committee (PIIAC) repre-
sentative. PIIAC studies the
moral aspects of the University's
financial holdings.

The chairpersons were
chosen by next year's S.C. Vice
President Barbara Squires, with
the assistance of Council mem-
bers Steve Mandleberg, Tom
Messana, Michael Krochak and
Karen Loebal.

The Goucher Liason Com-
mittee, the subcommittee on
committee on committees, and
the committee on abolition of
time will all be selected at the
Student Council's June Bermuda Vice-President Barbara Squires
Caucus.

Monroe Zeffert
in his usual pose.
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Code Referendum Put Off
Due To Student Protest

The referendum on the
Undergraduate Conduct Code,
originally scheduled to be held
Monday through Wednesday this
week, was postponed until Mon-
day through Wednesday of next
week because of student opposi-
tion, according to Student
Council (SC) Elections Commit-
tee chairperson Monroe Zeffert.

Zeffert explained that he
delayed the referendum because

he "received a petition from
students on Friday urging us to
put off the referendum for two
days.. .We were not at all bound
by the petition. We did it
because we decided it was
right."

The students who submitted
the petition hoped the extra
time would stimulate discussion
and serious thought about the
Code's implications. They parti-

Dead Body Found
In Wyman Park

BY GAYLE COHEN

A dead body, allegedly the
victim of a murder, was discov-
ered near campus at 11 a.m.
Saturday. Campus security re-
sponded to the scene and
summoned the Baltimore City
Police.

Police identified the body
of Vernon E. Wisner, aged 40, of
the 700 block Bunnecke avenue
in Hampden. According to Cam-
pus Security Director Robert

SC Allows Ellipsis To Use
Graduate Contributions

BY CHUCK PEIFER

The Hopkins literary maga-
zine Ellipsis, to be distributed
Monday, will retain graduate
student participation despite a
recent proposal that would have
banned non-undergraduate con-
tributions.

At the April 25 Student
Council meeting, a draft of a
new Student Activities Commis-
sion (SAC) constitution was
presented which, if passed,
would have prevented Ellipsis
from accepting non-
undergraduate submissions.

The issue in the Council's
debate was whether or not to
allow non-undergraduate parti-
cipation in SAC-sponsored
undergraduate activities.

Approximately 60 to 65
percent of the current issue of

Ellipsis is material submitted by
graduate students, according to
its editor, Mike Markels. He told
the meeting that the draft, if
passed by the Council, "would
be catastrophic for the under-
graduates."

"This (provision) will wipe

out Ellipsis as it is now . . . and

harm the undergrads at Hopkins.
Undergraduates now have the
opportunity to publish in a true
literary review," Markels contin-
ued, defending the content of
his magazine.

Robert Fink, president of
the SAC and sponsor of the
constitution, said that by limit-
ing Ellipsis to undergraduate
contributors he did not intend
to reduce the quality of the
publication, but said, "what we
would be suggesting would be a
smaller book."

On funding, Council Presi-
dent George Connolly said, "Our
(the SAC's) money should go
solely to undergraduate publica-
tions." Both Connolly and Fink
suggested that there should be a
graduate student review spon-
sored by the Writing Seminars
department.

The part of the constitution
affecting Ellipsis was amended
by a motion from Bill Carlson.
The amendment will allow Elli-
psis to continue • to accept
graduate contributions for one
year, at the end of which the
Council will consider the issue
again. Carlson's motion passed 8
to 6 with one abstention.

Though Carlson's motion
solves the issue for a while, the
Council will have to confront
the issue again next year.

Larkin, the body was found
in Wyman Park near the foot-
bridge.

Larkin said the victim had
been struck on the forehead.
Wisner had been seen drinking
the night before his body was
found, and apparently he had
been involved in a family dis-
pute.

A spokesman for the Hom-
icide Department of the Balti-
more City Police said a suspect,
Gerald Hummel,has been arrested.

cularly disliked Part II, section B
of the Code, which allows
students to be prosecuted for
being "threats to the health,
safety or property of the Univer-
sity community."

Code opponent Kurt Stein
explained, "We were basically
against some things such as
jurisdiction. It (the Code) gives
them too much of an open
hand."

Don Dinegar, who helped
circulate the petition, com-
plained that the Code's cover
letter, written by Cindy Simon,
calls the Code a contract, but
the Code itself "in no way lays
out what our obligations (as
students) are." Dinegar also
charges that the Code is "very
vague. I've spoken to Cindy
Simon and George Connolly
about it. They said you can't be
that specific."

Other students have ex-
pressed concern that the Judicial
Panel which hears cases also has
the power to decide whether or
not it has jurisdiction in a
particular case. Some students
feel this places too much author-
ity in one body.

,Ellipsis head Mike Markels
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campus notes
Campus Tours Anyone who is
interested in giving campus tours this
summer and who is planning on being
in Baltimore, the Blue Key Society
needs you. If you are interested
contact Nancy at 889-8814 or leave
your name, box number and phone
number in Box 628.

Traditional Sabbath services Friday
at 6:30 p.m., followed by Oneg.
Also services Saturday morning at
9:30 a.m. Both held in the KDH.
JSA sponsored. All are welcome.

Do you speak or want to learn to
speak Hebrew? Join us Tuesday at
5:00 p.m. in the KDH. Dinner only
$2.50 for participants. Organized by
the JSA.

Like to sing? Come join us this
Saturday in the KDH for Hebrew
singing and harmonizing at 5:30 p.m.
The JSA welcomes all participants.

Reformed Sabbath services this
Friday at 6:00 p.m. in Conference
Room A, followed by an Oneg
in the KDH. All invited to attend.
Sponsored by the JSA.

This Thursday at 7:30 p.m. the JSA
will be holding Jewish Roots class
with Rabbi Drucker in the KDH. All
are encouraged to come.

The last JSA event of the year, the
Bye-Bye-Byerbeque, will be held
Sunday, May 6th at 4 p.m. on the
BIA field (behind the Gym). Come
for food, volleyball, waterballoon
fights, and best legs competition.

Cost $1.50. For info call Cary at
243-1442.

There will be a Disco to benefit the
class of 1979 Memorial Scholarship
Fund on Thursday May 10 in the
Rathskellar. Donation is one dollar.

7 One act Plays will be presented
Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. in the
Little Theatre. The plays are by
Robert Arellano's playwriting class
and admission is free. Spiro Agnew
might be there too!

The "Sourcebook of Information for
Premedical Students at the Johns
Hopkins University" is now available
to freshmen, sophomore and junior
premeds. The "Sourcebooks" are
free, and you may pick up your copy
on the 2nd floor of Homewood
House. All you have to do is leave
your name, class and box number

and this invaluable aid is yours!

There will be a meeting of Alpha
Epsilon Delta on Monday May 7 at
7:30 p.m. in the Garrett Room.
Elections will be held. All members
must attend.

30.5, History of the Silent Film,
listed in the registration material as
TBA, will be taught on Tuesday from
3-5 p.m. Screenings will be on
Monday from 3-5 p.m.

For the last time, anyone wishing to
contribute to this year's Hopkins'
United Jewish Appeal campaign, can
send a check payable to JHU-UJA
through campus mail to box 485.

Results & Apologies
Okay, okay, stop yelling already! Sheesh! If anything, last week's crossword fiasco proved that

the Quizmaster is indeed human. My jolly dwarves and I combined oversights, typos, and general spring
fever laziness to come up with a crossword that truly left everyone cross and crossed-up. Our heartiest
apologies, folks. Everyone, even the Quizmaster, has a bad day now and then.

We stand (or cower) corrected on the following: On 11 across, we wanted "Ann", but the clue
suggested "Anne." The clue for 12 Across ("An Oriental board game") was left out for some bizarre
reason. 14 Across (which should have been 15) was supposed to read, "The last word, etc.", not "The
last work." Typo. We're told that Mark Twain's first book was not The Gilded Age, but at this point,
we care not. 28 Across - Morticia Addams's cousin was "Itt", not "It." Then the grand snafu: 31 Across
should have read, "An ostrich-like animal." In any case, we accepted either "Gnu" or "Emu:" even
though "Guggenheim" has an "m" at the
end. (Hold on a sec while I catch my
breath.) 14 Down should be, "The prin-
cess" (not the "princes") "felt it."

No two ways about it, we screwed up
royally. A thousand grovels, quizlings. It
won't happen again (at least this week it
won't). Despite the debacle, we received
70 entries, 19 of which were correct. The
rest came very close. The winner of the
drawing, and the quiz, is Peabody student
Gerald Groemer. Congrats, Gerald. Yup,
last week's quiz definitely hit a flat note.
If I never see it again in my life, I can
croak a happy Quizmaster. 

At this time, now that the Quiz-
master has walked away from the type-
writer, I would like to take the oppor-
tunity to personally congratulate all
of you out there who figured out last
week's quiz. I would hope that at least
our crossword-figuring public took note
of the symmetry of the puzzle, which
not only was difficult to obtain, but
done in spite of Jim Sidbury's objections.
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Sue Hughes

The Johns Hopkins Debat-
ing team has returned to Home-
wood after participating in the
National Championships, held
April 20 through 23 at the
University of Kentucky at Lex-
ington.

The team of senior Susan
Hughes and freshman Greg Won
received trophies for being
among the 64 teams invited to
the tournament, but failed to
place in the top 16 to gain
further recognition. During the
eight rounds of debating, each
scored by three judges, the
Hopkins team won on 16 of 24
ballots, but could post no better
than a three-win, five-loss record
because of losses on split deci-
sions.

The team did not obtain the
money it needed to go until
almost the last minute. On
April 18, the Student Council
voted to allocate $845 from the
Student Activities Commission
(SAC) contingency fund, to be
deducted from the Debate
Council's 1979-80 budget. De-
bate Council President Len
Lucchi said, "I think it's unfair
that it has to come out of
next year's budget, since we'll
have freshmen coming in to
debate and since we have a
team, Carl Glitzenstein and Jim
DeSimone, which looks very
promising for next year. They
just missed qualifying for the
nationals this time around."

Lucchi noted that Hopkins
had been one of only three
schools in the country to send
two teams to the nationals in
each of the previous two years.
At that time the debators
received funding for the trip in a
package assembled by then-Dean
of Students Jakie Hall from
various University sources out-
side the SAC, including the
alumni, but this year such
funding was unavailable.

Lucchi complained that
the uncertainty of their funding
hindered the team. "Not know-
ing they'd go until the last
minute hurt Sue's and Greg's
preparation," he said.

According to Lucchi and

Sects Isolate Members
From World, Mann Says

BY MITCHEL HYMAN

"If you came to my neigh-
borhood, we'd call you a Pinko
and beat the hell out of you!"
was the response of one audi-
ence member to Peter Mann's
presentation during last week's
Sunday Experience Program.
Speaking on "The Cults: the
Problem of Conscience and
Authority," Mann criticized
many aspects of American soci-
ety.

Mann, who has authored
several books and written the
cover story on "Spiritual Obedi-
ence" in the February issue of
Harper's, has spent a lot of time
researching rural poverty and
grassroots peasant movements in
Latin America.

Debaters Go To Nationals
Despite Lack Of Funds
BY MARK TRACHTENBERG Hughes, the debaters first

approached the SAC executive
board for money, but the SAC
sent them around to various
deans, none of whom gave them
help. Finally, on April 16 they
went to the Office of the Presi-
dent, and presidential assistant
Ronald Sapp told them the
President's office would be un-
able to supply funding. Sapp
then telephoned Jakie Hall,
informed the debaters that Hall
also could not help, and sent
them back to the SAC. How-
ever, Hall insisted he had told
Sapp to send the debaters to
him. "Nobody ever talked to me
in person about this," Hall said.

Lucchi said the Debate
Council would work with Direc-
tor of Student Activities Chris
Colombo and SC President
George Connolly during the,
summer to get non-SAC funding
for next year and beyond.
Referring to the April 18 SC
meeting at which the chess team
received SAC money after com-
paring its competitive record
with that of the debaters, Lucchi
added, "We have no dispute with
the chess team. After the
meeting, we got together with
them and agreed that since we're
really in the same boat, we'll
work together with them."

Colombo and Connolly
both feel that the funding for
competitive organizations should
not come from the SAC because
they benefit few students.
Colombo said, "I will suggest
that the Debate Council be an
independent student activity
funded outside the SAC, but
they must be more selective in
choosing which tournaments to
go to. They should also budget
money for the nationals at the
beginning of the year, and carry
it over into the next year if they
don't go." Colombo also said he
would not help the chess team
achieve the same goal, and
doubted that they could find
non-SAC university funding
given the tight financial situ-
ation.

The debaters defended the
size of their budget, which at
$6,350 is the second highest of
any organization in the SAC.

They noted that many other
schools spend far more on
debate. "George Mason College
spends $29,000, and they
haven't done a thing the past
few years," Hughes, a three-year
veteran of the nationals, said.
She also cited the handicaps
they feel they work under. "A
lot of other schools give scholar-
ships for debate. Hopkins
doesn't. A lot of schools recruit
debaters. Hopkins doesn't.

cont. on p. 9

One of his central concerns
is the "terrible sense of moral
distance between classes. People
do not feel connected to each
other." He says that in fact
people are connected: at the
heart of the ego, there is a
consciousness that is connected
to a general social consciousness.
Furthermore, people are con-
cretly connected to each other
through the material goods they
use. If one enjoys material
luxury, it is because of the work
of other individuals who have
produced one's goods. However,
affluent people do not feel
obligated to reciprocate and help
those who have materially pro-
vided for them.

Mann feels that modern
values de-emphasize social obli-
gations and the need to com-
municate with other people,
thus making possible inhumanity
such as occured in the Holo-
caust: "One of the great crises of
this age is that we now know
that there are secular and
religious values that lead to
murder." If a theologian says
that the main purpose of his
religion is to "find truth in
God," then his philosophy leads
to murder because it ignores
problems of social justice.

Mann says that many Amer-
icans are desperate because they
"cannot act into the world the
love they feel for it," and they
do not know how to go about

solving the ,major problems of
the world like hunger and
poverty. People try to seek
answers in sects and cults, which
give them values to live by and
provide them with the sense of
community they are looking for.
Mann dislikes the fact that sects
cannot extend their feelings of
reciprocity beyond the sect, to
all of humanity.

Marin angered audience
members when he said that in
this respect Jewish and Christian
groups, many political groups,
and universities are all sects. For
example, he said that Jewish
sects might give Jews a sense of
community and moral codes,
but they do nothing to ameli-
orate the problems of the world.
He thinks that many radical left
political groups are selfish and
inconsiderate of others. He
stressed that universities do not
see it as their duty to help
mankind, and they remain iso-
lated from the main stream of
life. He said that in an urban
school similar to Hopkins where
he once taught, the university

• members had no contact what-
soever with the blacks and the
poor in the city around them:
"Students were afraid to go
downtown." He said that
students are no longer interested
in travelling and meeting peoples
they are ordinarily isolated
from.

Officials Say Medical School
Accepts Hopkins Undergrads

BY HARRY LERNER

Eleven Hopkins under-
graduates have been admitted to
the Johns Hopkins Medical
School this year, including seven
who were admitted into the 2-5
accelerated B.A.-M.D. program.
"Needless to say, I am unhappy
about the number they've ac-
cepted this year, but it wasn't
for any venal reason," said John
Gryder, chairman of the Health
Professions Recommendation
Committee.

That number "is lower this
year than last year," said Dr.
Gryder. "That's balanced by its
being higher at Harvard." He
added that Hopkins graduates
still constitute about 15% of the

freshman class at the Medical
School, more than from any
other college.

"We have said openly there
are no quotas," said David
Knox, Assistant Dean for Ad-
missions at the Medical School.
"It's not a percentage game. We
are looking for the best students
we can find."However, Knox
admitted that Hopkins gives
some weight to geographic
distribution, a criterion which
would tend to count against
undergraduates here.

"The best medical schools
tend not to save places for their
own students," said Gryder. He
noted that application folders
were processed so quickly this
year that many Hopkins under-
graduates had their first inter-
view at Hopkins Medical School
and therefore suffered from
nervousness.

Gryder also suggested that
Hopkins undergraduates do not
make a good impression on the
admissions staff because they
feel they already know all about
the Medical School. Some ad-
missions officers there tend to
feel that Hopkins undergradu-
ates tend not to take the campus
tour or ask questions, or to
interact with other applicants in
the Admissions Office.

The Medical School con-
siders "a whole panorama of
other aspects" besides academic
accomplishments, according to
Dr. Knox. "Certainly medical

schools take more into account
than transcripts," agreed Dr.
Gryder. "Some have essentially a
cut-off' wih respect to G.P.A.,
but that is not ,the procedure at
Hopkins, Dr. Gryder continued.

The Hopkins Medical
School admissions officers are
more familiar with the under-
graduate curriculum than most.
But the staff at the Washington
University Medical School in St.
Louis is still better acquainted
with our programs of study,
according to Dr. Gryder, because.
they conducted an in-depth
study.

He confirmed that some
medical schools have prejudices
against Hopkins undergraduates.

Dr. John Gryder Under the Dome
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Opinion 
Woman Power False Claims of Justice

Today marks the dawn of a new era for women in
political life. The Conservative victory in the British
parliamentary elections has carried Margaret Thatcher as
England's first-ever woman Prime Minister.

Mrs. Thatcher's election marks the first time ever in
the history of Western republican government that a
woman has ever become a democratically-elected head of
state without being a relative of some departed leader, as
in the cases of Indira Gandhi and Isabel Peron. Although
her actual campaign success prior to yeesterday's election
was far from impressive, and though her triumph was
certainly due more to party platform than to personal
charisma, her achievement is nevertheless remarkable.

Look how far women have already come, and in what
a short time. Only 80 years ago, women could be consi-
dered radicals just for urging that women be given the right
to vote. And how distant we still seem from the day when
a woman could become President, or even leader of
a party in Congress. More than anything, Thatcher's
election should show us how possible it is for times to
change.

And times are indeed changing. Birth control technol-
ogy now permits women to enjoy normal adult sex lives
without pregnancy or children except as they decide. And
mechanization allows them to become just as valuable
economically as men. These represent real bonds from
which women have been freed, a liberation which has
fundamentally altered and improved the fundamental
condition of life for women.

Now it is time for women to shed their political chains
as well. Men had better resign themselves to accept it. In
the end, we'll all be better off.

Team Spirit
The Student Council two weeks ago set up a policy of

refusing to fund student activity team expenses incurred
for competition away from Homewood. Specifically, in
denying the Debate Council anything more than a tem-
porary loan from the SAC contingency fund, the SC
argued that an event which takes place away from the
campus is of no value to any students except the ones on
the team, and so merits no expense reimbursement from
the general student activity fund.

The Council's reasoning is inconsistent, however. A
group such as, say, the Jewish Student Association funds a
considerable number of events such as Oneg Shabbats
during the year which are of no value to any but the mem-
bers of the organization. Still, you might argue that any
student is welcome to attend the Jewish services. An even
better example is the Outdoors Club. Only members of the
Outdoors Club can benefit from the SAC-funding allotted
to that group, which nobody has yet tried to abolish. You
could say that any student could join the Outdoors Club,
but then, so could any student join the Debate Club. The
Council clearly has established a double standard.

And even if expenses of groups like the Debate or
Chess team are not funded through the SAC, they should
nevertheless receive enough money from general sources to
continue their travels.

Although competitive teams do not directly benefit
students on this campus, however, no one can deny that
they benefit the university as a whole. By engaging in
tournaments across the country, these groups help publi-
cize Hopkins. Furthermore, participation in activities salt
as debate is a worth v% bile intellectual exercise.

BY MARIAN TAMBURRINO

American justice claims to
value highly that anyone accused
of a crime is to be considered
innocent unless proven guilty. A
young Iranian student was char-
ged, not convicted, with a crime
because of a woman com-
plainant's word against his. Be-
cause the accused could not
prove that he did not do what he
was accused of doing does not
mean that justice was done.
He claims that he is innocent. If
that is so, then he is the greatest
victim, not only as to the court's
decision, but even more so of
the assumptions made about him
and printed in a sensational
story in the News-Letter.

Imagine if you can, these
two things:

1) Imagine that you are an
American woman doing research
in the Eisenhower Library and
you think you see a male stu-
dent exposing his genitals; you
are outraged at this incident for
it is not the only time you have
been a victim of indecent
exposure in the Library and
elsewhere; you decide that at
least this time you will see that

justice is done; you inform the
library security and eventually
sign a warrant for the arrest of
the person you are accusing of
this most recent incident of
indecent exposure; you see to it
that the accused is taken to
court to be convicted and
punished.

2) Imagine that you are a
young foreign student attending
the Johns Hopkins University;
you are in the Eisenhower
Library doing research; you go
to the bathroom and return to
the area where you study; a
library manager comes up to you
and tells you that someone has
accused you of indecent expos-
ure; you did not do it and when
asked if you did you deny it; the
library attendant goes away, you
are upset and return to the
bathroom; while you are in the
bathroom the campus police
come in and take you to the
security office to question you;
the same afternoon you are
arrested; you appear in court to
find that even though the
plaintiff could not prove for the
record that you are guilty, you
cannot prove that you are
truly innocent; you are not

I letters to the
Inhuman
To the Editor:

It has been weeks since the
bloody body of fourth year
medical student Alan Trimakis
lay on the streets of East Bal-
timore. However, I still cannot
help but wonder if the response
of the Johns Hopkins University
to his murder is somewhat
dehumanizing. Specifically, I am
referring to the University's
effort to improve the safety of
its students and employees in
the East Baltimore campus by
increasing the number of secur-
ity guards there, providing more
parking spaces closer to the
hospital, fortifying the camera
surveillance of the hospital area,
and so forth. I do not question
whether or not these improve-
ments are needed; I question
why the University with all of its
influential scholars and vast
resources cannot determine why
conditions that necessitate them
exist. In other words, why does
the University allow the perpet-
uation of the ghetto in East
Baltimore?

Making the hospital a "bet-
ter fortress," to me, is the same
as adopting the attitude, "As the
air quality gets worse and worse,
we'll have to build better and
better gas masks." Wouldn't we
all be better off in the long run

if we are able to get to the root
of the problem: stopping air
pollution? Similarly, wouldn't
we all be better off if we could
determine what factors cause
people to commit crimes and
eliminate them?

It doesn't take a person
with any great insight to realize
that one such factor is inequality
among people (e.g., poverty vs.
affluence). Certainly there will
always be inequality, but I am
referring to the extreme cases.
For example, is it necessary for
one person to earn $100,000 per
year and own a forty-foot yacht,
while another person can only
earn $8000 per year, and must
spend the rest of his life living
in an infested tenement? Can't
everybody benefit from the
economic system in reasonable
manner? Some would argue that
a capitalistic economic system
does not allow such more or less
even distribution of wealth and
that government intervention
would be necessary. However, I
feel sometimes, social pressure
can be more effective than
legislature. The key is to think in
terms of a generalized social
movement involving all people,
instead of a struggle between
classes.

Unfortunately, Hopkins
does little to encourage this
"everybody can benefit" atti-
tude among its students. Instead,

convicted of the accused crime
but granted probation before a
verdict is reached; to add insult
to injury your name is made
public in the News-Letter
wherein you are assumed by
some to be the criminal to
whom sufficient justice has not
been dealt.

This article is not trying to
disclaim the problems that do
occur in terms of sexual offenses
on campus and of the need for
greater security as a preventive
weapon. It is written because it
is only appropriate that the
News-Letter print both sides of a
story, in an effort to disclose the
truth of the matter so that those
who know Farzin Mokhtarian
and have read of his assumed
crime will be given the oppor-
tunity to understand the way in
which he may have been victim-
ized, and to possibly prevent the
same thing happening to others.
The wrong person may have
been accused and assumed guilty
of something he could not prove
he did not do. This is something
very important that needs
recognition.

editor I
most students come away believ-
ing in the doctrine of survival of
the fittest. And why not?
Competition for grades, compet-
ition for housing, competition
for jobs all encourage this type
of thinking. Instead of thinking
in terms of the whole, each
student is taught to worry about
his own happiness. There are
exceptions, of course, with some
people trying to discourage this
selfish thinking, but on the
whole, it seems the students are
encouraged to be egocentric.

Common sense suggests that
making the hospital a fortress
with higher walls only serves to
separate the people instead of
protecting them. In this separa-
tion the value and quality of
some human life declines (the
poor) while that of others
increases (the affluent). The
final irony of the situation is
that Hopkins plans to build a
$1.7 million dollar athletic cen-
ter downtown in the middle
of the ghetto area. Who will
benefit from this athletic center?
Will everybody benefit? Isn't it
time everybody benefitted?

Basil Zaharias

Deceit
To the Editor:

In presenting the Conduct
Code, the conduct of the Stu-

cont. on p. 5
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dent Council itself has been far
short of exemplary. The author
of the Code lied when she
reported in the News-Letter
(April 20) that the approval of
the Council had been unanim-
ous.

The Student Council has
compounded that deceit by
refusing to pay for publication
of a minority report. The
Council is spending student
funds to promote the Conduct
Code, but refused to allot 1/20
as much for the presentation of
dissenting opinion.

If the Conduct Code is so
good for the student body, why
can't it stand up to criticism?
Does the Student Council want
the electorate to make an
informed decision, or only to
ensure that the Code passes the
student referendum?

P.S. Some members of the
Student Council have com-
plained that I should not say
they "refused" the minority
request because there was no
quorum when the issue was
debated. They contend that the
Council could not have refused
what it could not have approved.

The Council's formal per-
mission is usually not required
for xeraxing, however, certainly
not when the cost is only a few
dollars. As case in point, the
author of the Conduct Code
never sought or received a grant
from the Council .to distribute a
letter in favor of the Code.
Again, the minority asked for
only 1/20 of what she spent.

Quorum or not, the over-
whelming sentiment of the
Council was that the minority
was not eniitled to issue a
dissenting report. "The Council
has made its decision" said the
President. The fact remains,
then, that the Student Council

tried to suppress dissent in its
own ranks.

Also revealing is the con-
duct of these same members
who object to the use of the
word "refused." The bottom of
the "Vote No" posters around
campus reads, "The Student
Council refused to pay for
publication of dissenting opin-
ions. This notice was paid for by
student contributions."

That section has been rip-
ped off some of the posters,
however, presumably by our
would-be moral guardians on the
Student Council. Freshman
Representative Stephen Rich-
mond admits having 'edited' one
poster. He denies knowing who
did likewise elsewhere, but mai-
ntains that he was within his
rights to rip the poster. Secre-
tary-elect Sidney Goodfriend
admits knowing who is ripping
the posters but refuses to divulge
that information.

Harry Inky Lerner
Secretary

Mush
To the Editor:

The Student Council has
outdone itself once again by
making a mess of a fine oppor-
tunity. Having been invited by
the Administration to propose a
code of student discipline, they
turned out eight pages of legal-
istic mush which could be used
to justify all sorts of abuses by
the Dean.

The personnel now in the
Administration are not eager to
persecute students. We have
seen how rapid staff turn-over
and administrative reorgan-
ization can be at Johns Hopkins,
however, and sooner or later the
Council's Conduct Code could
be used very harshly. We
can not afford to ignore such a

THE MSE LIBRARY RESERVE ROOM EXAM
SCHEDULE WILL BE:

Monday through Friday
Saturday
Sunday

8 a.m. to 4 a.m.
10 a.m. to Midnight

1 p.m. to 4 a.m.
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through 4 a.m. on Wednesday, May 23.
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possibility when a student's
whole future might hang in the
balance.

We might have hoped that
our officers on the Council
would have proposed and lob-
bied for fair restrictions on the
University's disciplinary author-
ity. A code of conduct should
protect the institution, not serve
an administrator's caprice or
malice.

I have no doubt that there
should be a written code of
conduct at Johns Hopkins. A
thoughtfully composed code
would protect the University
and student-defendants alike.
Unfortunately, after a careful
reading one must conclude that
the Student Council's Conduct
Code is, in its own terms, a
threat.

Robert Prince
Box 925

Rights
To the Editor:

The matter of the Conduct
Code, although settled by now,
has been legitimately politicized
by an opposition group. The
Conduct Code introduces some
basic questions of rights which
should be and have been decided
by student referendum; how-
ever, when an issue becomes so
emotional as to cloud facts and
cause libelous statements, the
rights being decided upon be-
come less important than the
problems of misrepresentation
to students and of attempts to
influence votes by using false
information.

I am referring to the prin-
ting and distribution of a poster
by the opposition group to the
Conduct Code which claimed in
bold letters, "The Student Cou-
ncil refused to pay for publi-
cation of dissenting opinions."

The Student Council did not
refuse to pay for publication of
a dissenting opinion. In fact,
Harry Lerner, Student Council
Secretary (who coincidentally
contributed to pay for the
posters and is a member of the
opposition group and was the
only Council member who voted
against the Conduct Code),
introduced a motion at a Coun-
cil meeting to acquire opposition
funding, heard dissenting and
consenting opinions, and then
withdrew his motion.

I am concerned that decep-
tive campaign practices such as
this on an issue which few
people are knowledgeable, can
act detrimentally to sway opin-
ion. In view of this occurance,
as well as the cancellation of a
previous election because of
inequitable balloting practices,
I suggest that the newly formed
Student Council devise some
type of elections monitoring
committee to guarantee fair
proceedings in the future.

I should also add that I took
the liberty of ridding one
opposition poster of the libelous
statement and am currently
suffering under the wrathful
vengeance of Harry Lerner.

Stephen Richmond
Student Council Rep

Cruelty
To the Editor:

The gratuitous editorial
cruelty directed at Ric Pfeffer in
the News-Letter of April 27 was
both painful and offensive, in
addition to being totally irrel-
evant in the context of that
editorial. It was but a further
example of the editor's mindless
red-baiting and uncomprehen-
ding knee-jerk conservatism that
has disfigured the editorial page
for the last year. It also display-

ed his complete ignorance of the
realities of the academic mar-
ketplace. I know personally
several outstanding scholars
who, quite simply, have no
place, in the News-Letter's
words, to "peddle" their talents.
Their excellence is attested to by
their publications and by the
prestigeous fellowships they are
awarded, but there are just no
jobs to be had, although many
institutions would love to hire
these scholars were funds avail-
able.

Needless to say, in a buyer's
market, having controversial
ideas that challenge the very
basis of the hiring institutions is
no asset. I have heard graduate
students wondering aloud whe-
ther they should keep their
enthusiasm for Marxian scholar-
ship to themselves, lest they
jeopardize future job possibil-
ities. I have heard graduate
students and faculty members
discussing the periphrastic
phraseology they sometimes
employ to express notions that
could be far more easily expres-
sed by resorting to Marxian
terminology. These individulls
are, on the whole, bright aid
productive, but they are afraid,
and will never feel entirt ly
comfortable expressing their
opinions in the University until
the safeguards of academic free-
dom are strengthened, rather
than, as advocated by the
News-Letter, weakened.

Sincerely,
J. S. Cooper

Policy
To the Editor:

The March 16 issue of the
News-Letter contains a front--
page article written by Edward
Sullivan which describes efforts

cont. on p. 11
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Bowie Explains Ongoing,
Difficult Budget Process

BY DAN WILE

The annual approval of a
University budget by the Board
of Trustees is the most crucial
vote the body takes each year.
Monday's ratification of next
year's $200 million in outlays is
no exception.

Indeed, this year's budget,
which includes a $1.18 million
deficit, is especially important,
for it comes during a period of
economic crisis for Johns Hop-
kins and for universities in
general. Because most people are
unfamiliar with how the budget
is made and what it means, the
News-Letter spoke with Vice
President for Management and
Administrative Systems Robert
Bowie to learn what goes into
formulating the budget.

Of the $200 million total in
the budget, approximately $18.4
million goes to the Faculty of
Arts and Sciences, $2.7 million
to Engineering, $3.2 million to
the Evening College and Summer
Session, $3.1 million to the
School of Advanced Inter-
national Studies, $1.1 million to
the Bologna Center, $4.4 million
to Peabody, $76 million to
the Medical School, $24 million
to the School of Hygiene and
Public Health, $6.6 million to
the Administration of the Health
Division, $13.7 million to the
Homewood Faculties Admin-
istration, $9.9 million to Aca-
demic Centers and Support
Services (areas of the School
such as the Metro Center, and
the Chesapeake Bay Institute,
which were transferred to the
jurisdiction of Bowie or Provost
Richard Longaker during last
year's Administrative reorgan-
ization), and $15.7 million to
the Central Administration. The
Applied Physics Laboratory's
$145.7 million budget is not
included in the overall Univer-
sity buclget

The University Budget is
now based on an ongoing set of
financial trends projected for the
next three years. The figures are
revised every 90 days by the
offices of Bowie, Budget Direct-
or Norman Krueger, and Provost
Richard L,ongaker in order to
take into account the changing
conditions which affect any
budget.

The budget for a fiscal year

is a "snapshot" of one of those
three years. In taking the snap-
shot, the financial planners must
decide what will be the major
constraints on the budget in
order to give some direction to
the budgeting process.

The tuition rate is the first
budgetary issue settled. It is
usually established during the
October before the coming
School year (i.e., almost a year
before school starts). According
to Bowie, the administration
makes this decision quite early
because "students and parents
ought to have as much lead time
as possible to manage their
affairs so that they will be able
to meet the costs of attending
the University." Bowie has so far
been unable to find any other
institutions that set their tuition
rates that early.

After the administration has
set the tuition rates, it works on
preparing a statement conser-
vatively estimating the total
resources that will be available
for the coming year. The plan-
ners have to calculate the
probable extent of funds avail-
able from such areas as endow-
ment income, private gifts and
grants, government funding (in-
cluding aid from the State of
Maryland), Federal funding for
research, government reimbur-
sements for indirect costs, and
other sources of income avail-
able on either a one-time or
recurring basis. Both the central
administration and the Univer-
sity Divisions help draw up the
statement in order to create a
consensus on the amount of
money available.

Each division must then
develop an expenditure budget
written within the limits of the
available resources. The ultimate
objective is to make expen-
ditures correspond with income.

When spending is greater
than available resources, the
administrators will have to det-
ermine the maximum allowable
deficit; then decide how to fund
the extra expenses. In recent
years, by order of University
President Steven Muller, any
extra money has been allocated
to those divisions with the
greatest imbalance (i.e., Home-
wood). The exception to this
policy has been the School of
Health Services, which the Uni-
versity abolished after it ran up a
deficit because it seemed there
would not be enough income
over the next few years to
maintain an institution worthy
of the Hopkins name. The

• School of Hygiene and Public
Health did run at a loss two
years ago, but it will be in the
black this year.

The administration has very
few funds available to meet a
crisis anywhere in the Uni-
versity. In fact, only designated

• funds can be so used. Designated
funds, which usually total $3

• million each year, are gifts
whose allocation is totally unre-
stricted. The President has com-
plete jurisdiction as to how they
are used.

In a dire emergency, the
Board of Trustees could free

some quasi-endowment funds,
provided that their use is not
limited to a certain area. Quasi-
endowment funds usually take
the form of very large gifts,
which the Board of Trustees
establish as endowment. They
are either programmed to be
spent on a long-term basis for
certain projects or they are to be
used to generate income. The
administration would prefer not
to dispose of such funds all at
once because that would reduce
the University's income base.

The University usually
meets any difficulties by pro-
viding contingency budgets for
each operating division. During
the budgeting process, a certain
amount of money is allocated to
meet any unexpected occur-
rence. Unlike a contingency
fund, it is not a reserve of cash,
but merely one of many finan-
cial outlays in a given area of the
University. If the contingency
budget has not been fully used
during the fiscal year, the
remainder reverts to general
University funds.

There are several principal
factors that limit the Univer-
sity's flexibility in allocating
funds. In many areas, the rate of
inflation has been greater than
the rate of income growth.

Erratically rising fuel prices
are severly constraining, said
Bowie. "We've done everything
possible to curb energy usage,"
he said. "Now we're dealing
strictly with price increases."

The cost of paper, an
indispensable element of any
bureaucracy, has also been clim-
bing. The Library has been
particularly hurt because the
cost of Library materials has
been rising at a rate 50% greater
than the consumer price index.

The extent of future Fed-
eral funding for various pro-
grams is always uncertain. Bowie
said that because no one can tell
what parts of President Carter's
program Congress will want to
change, it is impossible to guess
how much the University will
receive in funding for research or
for capitation grants (money
paid to the Medical School and
the School of Health and Public
Hygiene on the basis of enroll-
ment). It is also difficult to
gauge the effects of a decontrol
of oil prices.

Some divisions of the Uni-
versity have their own unique
budgeting problems. The Med-
ical School, in addition to the
uncertainty of the capitation
grants, has increased security
expenditures dramatically in the
wake of the February murder of
fourth-year student Man Trim-
akis. This new expenditure is
reflected in the rise of the
Medical School's Plant Oper-
ation and Maintenance Budget
from $25,000 this year to
$170,000 for fiscal 1980. The
high maintenance cost per
square foot is higher for the
Medical School than for any
other division because of the
beefed-up security and because
laboratories require more thor-
ough cleaning than other facil-
ities.

The School of Advanced

Vice-President Robert Bowie
International Studies is affected
by the very high cost of living in
Washington, D.C. The Bologna
Center is dependent on funds
from the Italian government and
the State Department's Agency
for International Development.
Furthermore, salaries are being
squeezed by a recent change in

the income tax laws which
eliminates any deductions em-
ployees may take merely be-
cause they teach abroad.

Approximately 80% of the
Applied Physics Laboratory's
S145.5 million budget comes
from the Navy.

Fair Succeeded
Despite Problems

BY PETER CINQUEGRANI Salant said the Pure Prairie
League Concert demonstrated to

About 110,000 people the University administration
attended the Johns Hopkins that a big concert could be held
Spring Fair, according to Fair in Shriver Hall without extensive
Chairman Marshal Salant. Salant damage. He also said that the
predicted the Fair did not lose Dodge City Hotel in the Union
money, but he said he will with its approximately 4000
not be sure until all the bills are visitors showed how smoothly a
received in another month, large event could be handled.

Salant expressed satisfaction
with the Fair, citing only a trash
problem as a significant disap-
pointment. He reported that the
key to this year's lack of pro-
blems was the size of the staff.
Sixty people worked on this
year's Fair Committee, as com-
pared with most years' dozen
staffers.

Salant suggested that in the
future a large staff should work
on each fair. Salant's only other
prediction for the future was
that the parade would continue
to be held on Saturdays instead
of Fridays because the schedul-
ing change improved the turnout
this year.

The Fair had a minor
problem when two of the 43
booths selling food were re-
ported to be in violation of the
Health Code. The two stands,
David Watson's Italian Sausage

• and Fork and Spoon Catering,
were closed for a short time
until the violations were correct-
ed.

Mel Kramer of the Baltimore
City Bureau of Health Control
said, "The students who were
running the Fair did a good
job." Some other booths re-
ceived very high marks from the
health examiner during his in-
spection. The chili stand run by
Delta Upsilon (DU) fraternity
and the French Club's booth
received good scores. The in-
spection was part of a pilot
program to establish procedures

I for examining outdoor fairs.

Mail Order
Term Papers

(CPS) --No student who has
successfully used "mail order"
term papers will forget the
feeling of putting one over on
the prof. But it turns out
students may also be duped by
term paper companies who
themselves plagiarize the term
papers.

Youngstown State Univer-
sity's student paper, the Jambar,
recently discovered one such
case in the process of investigat-
ing purchased term papers.
Jambar reporter Diana Cicchillo
bought "A critique of Justin
Kaplan's Biography of Samual
Langhorne Clemens" from Re-
search Assistance, a Los Angeles-
based firm that offers some
6000 research papers in its
184-page brochure.

When YSU English profes-
sor Dr. John Mason, who wasn't
aware the paper was purchased,
graded the paper, he said it was
worth an "A" or a "B". He
noted, though, that it sounded
familiar. With Mason's help,
Cicchiloo located an article in a
1966 issue of Saturday Review
which was "very similar" to the
Research Assistance paper.

Frank Johnson of Research
Assistance insisted that, in the
company's eight years in busi-
ness, such incidences of pla-
giarism "have never happened."

Budget Director Norman Krueger
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Debaters
Face
Handicaps

cont. from p. 3
When we asked the admissions
office to provide a list of incom-
ing freshmen with high school
debate experience, they
wouldn't cooperate."

The debaters claim they
travel as inexpensively as they
can, and say that the long
drives they often must make to
tournaments tend to tire them
out and adversely affect their
performances in the first round.
"As it was," observed sopho-

more Carl Glitzenstein, "during
the second half of the year we
couldn't afford to go to any
tournaments which would have
given us practice against the
quality of opposition you find in
the nationals, and we paid for
the three sectionals we did
go to mostly out of our own
pockets."

Debate President Len Lucchi

Lack of a full-time coach is
another problem faced by the
Debate Council. Coach George
Alapas drives to Hopkins from
Washington two-days a week to
help debaters. "He does an
amazing job," said Lucchi, "But
he's handicapped by the limited
amount of time he can spend
here." The debate team also has
three volunteer assistant coach-
es: Eric Glitzenstein, Carl's older
brother, and Joe and Linda
Deimer, a pair of married
medical students.

'79 Scholarship
Funds Increase
BY EDWARD SULLIVAN

The Class of 1979 Memorial
Scholarship Fund Committee
sent out letters this week to
seniors and their parents, to
football players, ATO brothers
and students in ROTC, and to
alumni from those three groups
asking for donations to help
endow a scholarship in memory
of the three- students from the
class who died last year: David
Budzik, Ana del Castillo and
David Yin.

In addition, Union Sound
director Harold Potischman has
announded that a Benefit Disco
will be held Thursday in the
Rathskerlar, with proceeds going
to the Scholarship Fund.

Both the letter campaign
and the disco are part of an
effort by the Committee to
raise $15,000 to endow the
scholarship. Although he does
not have exact figures, Commit-
tee chairperson Stuart Davidson
estimates "we've gone beyond
the halfway point."

The Committee has received
$1000 from the Class of 1978,
$1000 from Daniel Yin's father,
and a matching grant of $1000
from IBM, Mr. Yin's employer.
In addition, the Spring Fair
Committee did not charge the
Scholarship Fund Committee for
its Fair booth, which raised
approximately $1000.

Thursday's Benefit is re-
questing donations of one dollar,
according to Potischman, who
added that almost all the services
for the event were donated.
"Everyone I've asked has been
really amazing," he said.

The Student Council Social
Committee gave four kegs of
beer, so there will be free
beer from 9:30 until the kegs
run out. Servomation contri-
buted potato chips and pretzels.
Senior Eric King offered his
services as disc jockey. There
will also be a fog machine.

Criteria for awarding the
scholarships have not yet been
decided, according to Davidson.

The Committee will meet during
the next two weeks to establish
the standards

It is likely that the scholar-
ship will "reflect the natures of
the three people," Davidson
added. "I personally hope the
criteria will be along the lines
of contributions to the commun-
ity."

All three students were
active in campus affairs. David
Budzik played football and
belonged to ATO fraternity and
ROTC. Ana del Castillo had
been elected to the Student
Council and was active in class
activities and social programs.
David Yin was a musician
and a member of ATO and
ROTC.

David Budzik and Daniel
Yin were killed in an automobile
accident last summer. Ana del
Castillo died of cancer in the
spring.

Schlafly, DeCrow
Debate ERA

BY DANNA EISMAN

"Equality of rights under the
law shall not be denied or
abridged by the United States
or by any state on account of
sex. Congress and the several
states shall have power, within
their respective jurisdictions, to
enforce this article by appropri-
at legislation."

This seemingly innocuous
amendment to the Constitution
continues to generate passionate
argument. Last Saturday even-
ing, approximately two hundred
and fifty people listened as
Karen DeCrow, former two-term
president of the National Organ-
ization for Women, debated
Phyllis Schlafly, the most pro-
minent female opponent of the
Equal Rights Amendment. Both
women are lawyers. When asked
how she would describe herself,
Mrs. Schlafly said she was
"feminine, and an advocate of
women's rights." DeCrow felt
she could be described with the
same words.

Schlafly said she opposed
the ERA because she believes its
passage would result in horrible
consequences for women, in-
cluding conscription into the
armed forces. She predicts
the elimination of all single-sex
institutions, including sports,
schools, and bathroom facilities.
DeCrow strongly supports the
ERA, believing in women's right
to equality under law. She
countered Schlally's predictions
by citing conditions in the states
which have already passed an
ERA. Single-sex private schools
still exist in those states, as do
single-sex sports teams and bath-
rooms.

DeCrow thinks that women
need the Equal Rights Amend-
ment for two important reasons:
First, existing laws guaranteeing
women's rights to equal em-
ployment opportunities and
equal pay for equal work, such
as Title 7, can be wiped off the

' books during an economic crisis.

Second, the ERA would elimi-
nate the need for separate
statutes on women's rights, and
so eliminate much unnecessary
litigation.

Schlafly and DeCrow both
support equal employment, edu-
cational, and credit opportu-
nities for women. DeCrow
believes that the ERA would
pave the way for these rights,
while Schlafly maintains that the
ERA would have no effect on
them. Mrs. Schlafly, sees the
ERA as a threat to American
family structure, though she
would support the amendment
with a no-unisex bathroom,
no-draft clause. The draft may
be the key issue preventing
passage. After DeCrow com-
mented that women certainly
don't want to be drafted, but
neither do any men she knows,
the Towson Center auditorium
resounded with applause.
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Volunteers needed to
participate in various
vaccine studies at the
Center for Vaccine Devel-
opment at the University
of Maryland Hospital in
Baltimore. These studies
are in-patient and involve
spending a period of time
between 5 and 14 days
in the hospital. Volun-
teers will be housed in
a large pleasant dormi-
tory-type environment.
All volunteers must be
in good health between
the ages of 18 and 35.
Volunteers will be paid
$30 per day. If interested,
call 528-5328 for more
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THIS IS
A EUROPEAN
TRAVEL
LESSON.

Introducing "Air France-Vacances" and All The Answers.

11. START YOUR TRIP IN FRANCE.Paris is the heart of Europe. And, as any Frenchman will
tell you, "Always start with the heart:'

• THE AIRLINES.
Get this: No advance purchase restrictions. A stay of 14 to 60
days. No charter hassles. No standby blues. An airline that
lands where you can immediately use a Eurail pass to continue
with your travel plans.

3 TAKE A FLIGHT THAT'S COMFORTABLE AND
. RELIABLE. LIKE A SCHEDULED 747.

All Air France transatlantic flights are regularly scheduled 747's.

• TO GET ON. NO "MAYBES."
We'll give you confirmed roundtrip reservations when you book.
Why standby?

TAKE A LOOK5$6 roundtrip 
0 AT THE COST.  3New York/Paris

We haven't tried to sell you on the pleasures of flying Air France.
We can do that when we get you on the plane. But we did save
the best point for last. You can get every convenience and feature
you've learned in this lesson at a super low price—$363.

Fill out this coupon and you're on.

•

F1)11G 1
INTER COLLEGIATE HOLIDAYS INC.

1028 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 265-9890

Poses@ Print

Number of seats desired

Starting June 1, "Air France-Vacances"
departs Monday, Friday and Saturday
from JFK at 5:30 pm.
Returns Monday, Friday and Saturday
from Orly-Sud at 11:30 am.
(Two introductory flights will be
offered: May 19 and May 26.)

Enclose $363 (check. money order or credit card number) for each round trip ticket Please allow 7 days

I want a Student Rail Pass 0, $260
for 2 months

O Please send information about land
arrangements

Name of Passengers

Passenger *1 _____

Passenger *2

Passenger #3

Send tickets to:

Name

Address

City

State

Phone di

Zip _ _

New York Departure Date:

1st Choice

2nd Choice

3rd Choice

Paris Departure Date

1st Choice

2nd Choice _ _

3rd Choice

Card Holder *

Master Charge or VISA /owes*

Expiration Date

Signature _

Union Sound Director Harold Potischman

Tickets must be paid for at time of application. Reservations may not be changed.
and a $50 fee will be charged for cancellation

No refunds after departure. Airport tax included Subiect to government approval.
.J
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The book that "cost
Richard Pfeffer his
academic career."
—Stoughton Lynd

WORKING
FOR
CAPITAL1$M
Richard Pfeffer

For seven months, while on
sabbatical from teaching
political science at Johns
Hopkins, Richard Pfeffer
worked as a forklift operator
in a Baltimore piston-ring
factory. He emerged from
that period a confirmed
Marxist and wrote WORKING
FOR CAPITAL1$M, a vivid
record and powerful state-
ment of his experience with
the crippling effects of
capitalism. He was sub-
sequently denied tenure at
Johns Hopkins for "insuf-
ficient scholarship." Since
then, WORKING FOR CAPI-
TAL1$M has been called:

"A major achievement. . . .
I recommend this book to
anyone, layperson and
scholar alike.. .. Must read-
ing."
—Edward S. Greenberg, Professor
of Political Science, University
of Colorado

"An absorbing expose. . . .
It ranks right up there with
Braverman's classic LABOR
AND MONOPOLY CAPI-
TAL."
--John G. Gurley, Professor of
Economics, Stanford University

"A rigorous, almost re-
morseless, quest for truth and
rational understanding of
American work relationships.

. It has persuaded me."
—Stoughton Lynd

$5.95 paperback
$20.00 cloth

Come meet Richard Pfeffer at
the 31st Street Bookstore on
May 12th from 11 AM to 2 PM,
425 East 31st Street

COLUMBIA
University Press

Dept. JN, 136 South Broadway,
Irvington, New York 10533. Send

check or money order plus $1.30
per order for postage and
handling.

Don't leave school without it.
Now that you're going out into the
world, you're going to need the
American Express*Card. It's indis-
pensable, for vacations or business.

But don't wait, because we've
made it easier to get for graduates.
All you need is a $10,000 job (or
the promise of one). It'll be tougher
later, so look for this display in the
Student Center and other locations
around campus.

The American Express Card. Don't
leave school without it.

C) A menLan Express Company, 1979

SUMMER JOB$
Norrell Temporary Services offers summer and school break jobs to students,
from one day assignments to several weeks or longer. You can earn as much as
S1500.00 during June. July and August.

We specialize in office and light warehousing positions from file clerks, secre-
taries, typists, accounting clerks, survey workers to inventory takers, packers
and shipping clerks.

You can work every day or a
few days depending upon your
summer vacation plans.

Call your nearest Norrell office
to get all the details. There's
never any placement fee or
contract to sign. Supplement
your college expenses by work-
ing when and where you want
with the fastest growing tem-
porary service in the country.

BALTIMORE. . . . (301) 659-0500

TOWSON (301)296-4080

COLUMBIA (301) 730-5706

D.0 (202) 659-4613

ROCKVILLE . . .  (301) 468-2260

FALLS CHURCH  (703) 379-2400

None
SERVICES, INC.

OFFICES COAST TO COAST . . . .

LOOK IN THE WHITE PAGES AND CALL THE
NORRELL OFFICE NEAREST YOU
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by the University and students
to examine alternatives to the
Blue Cross and Blue Shield
program currently available at
The Hopkins. Naturally, we
have a good deal of interest in
this review and we certainly
would welcome the opportunity
to discuss the current program
or any other one with the
committee.

The purpose of this letter is
not to debate the points raised
in the article, but rather to
correct statements concerning
the Blue Cross and Blue Shield
program attributed to Carlton
Haywood.

Mr. Haywood's quote is,
"The Blue Cross policy is shot
full of exceptions and limita-
tions. They'll give you $100 a
day for a semiprivate room, but
you can't get a semiprivate room
for $100 a day in Baltimore."

The Blue Cross policy actu-
ally provides coverage for the
full cost of 30 days hospital
inpatient care in a semiprivate
room. There is no $100 a day
limitation. Additionally, after
90 days without inpatient care,
the full 30-day benefit is renew-
ed.

Mr. Haywood is correct
when he says you can't get a
semiprivate room for $100 a day
in Baltimore. The average per
day charge for hospitals in the
metropolitan area is about $240.
For this reason, Blue Cross
programs have been designed to
cover the full cost of inpatient
care rather than provide a flat
dollar amount per day in benef-
its. Limited dollar indemnity
programs can have no relevance
to the true cost of hospital care
and can lead people who are
unaware of that cost into a false
sense of security. For this
reason, I was particularly distres-
sed to read in your newsletter
that such benefits were being
attributed to our programs.

As to Mr. Haywood's refer- '
ence to the exceptions and
limitations to the Blue Cross and
Blue Shield programs, I am
aware of just one unusual
limitation on the Hopkins'
coverage. This exception invol-
ves care received in the school's
infirmary or dispensary. At most
schools, the cost of this care is
covered by student fees. To
cover that care through an
insurance program would be

duplicative and would needlessly

inflate the cost of the coverage.

Mr. Haywood also stated

that the premiums for Blue

Cross and Blue Shield are
"more than twice as much as
they were when the plan was
started three years ago."

Actually, the program start-

ed September 1, 1974. Over

that nearly 5-year period, rates

have more than doubled. One

reason for this has been the

increase in the cost of health

care, most significantly the cost

of hospital care. As I stated
earlier, the average per diem

rate at metropolitan Baltimore

hospitals currently is $240. In

1974, Blue Cross was paying

these same hospitals an average
of $130 per day.

Another reason for the
increase in Blue Cross and Blue

Shield rates over the 5-year
period is the fact that the
program was improved in 1975.
On September 1, 1975, a higher
benefit program for diagnostic
services was added and the major
medical program was increased
from a $10,000 maximum to
$20,000. Naturally, these bene-
fit improvements added to the
cost of the coverage. Although
Mr. Haywood did not mention
the benefit additions, I feel that
any comparison of costs over the
last five years without considera-
tion of the new benefits is
grossly misleading.

I bring these points to your
attention in the interest of
journalistic accuracy. Naturally,
we also are concerned that these
points might not be given proper
consideration in the delibera-
tions of the committee investi-
gating the health care alterna-
tives. For that reason I repeat
my earlier offer to have our
representatives meet with the
committee to discuss the Blue
Cross and Blue Shield program
and any alternatives.

Sincerely,
Nicholas G. Greaves

Senior Director
Public Relations

Pride
To the Editor:

Except for lacrosse and
Spring Fair, there are really few
activities in which Hopkins stu-
dents can take pride. Much
attention, therefore, should be
given to two new additions to
the Hopkins community. Hop-
kins students can now boast of
perhaps the finest radio station
in the area and one of the best
magazines of any student pub-
lication.

WJHU-FM offers a much
needed alternative to the Bal-
timore radio stations. There is
classical in the morning for those
who wish to hear it--no other
station in the area plays it in the
morning. And while the station
also plays jazz and has special
programming, the best aspect
may be its selection of rock
music. The rock is a mixture of
New Wave, Progressive and clas-
sics and is a much needed change
to the TopForty played on the
two major rock stations. After a
short while, the station may
find that it is the most popular
in the area--one can only hope it

stays commercial-free.
The magazine mentioned

above, Zeniada, has just released
its second issue. Not only are
the articles (or as they call
them--manuscripts) varied in
content, but the magazine has
the look one would expect of a
nationally distributed public-
ation with years of experience.
It has to be seen to be appreci-
ated.

A tremendous amount of
time and effort must have gone
into both activities. But unlike
many clubs, an effort is being
made to enhance the lives of the
average student. Not only
should these activities be noti-
ced, but we should take advan-
tage of them and use them.

Sidney Good friend

Apathy
To the Editor:

I was informed by members
of this Spring's Biochemistry
2.307 class of one to a few
incidences of cheating during Dr.
Moudrianakis' exam on Friday,
April 27. Because of the appar-
ent apathy on the part of
members of the class towards
the problem, I feel obliged to'
say a few words to both the
cheaters and those many who
observed the violations.

To the cheaters: You are
contradicting the basic principles
of being a medical professional
or a member of your chosen
profession by blinding others,
and possibly even yourselves, to
your lack of qualification for
advancement in your field. You
are exactly the type of person
that most do not allow them-
selves to become, the type that
each profession does not want to
be associated with, the type we
see on Sixty Minutes each week,
and the type society needs less
of.

To the observers: Do
something. Don't just sit back
and let yourselves be screwed by
people who don't care what
happens to you as a consequence
of their actions. Don't think
something will be done about it
unless you yourself act, because
otherwise nothing will be done.
You earned something, be it
knowledge or simply a grade,
now Hold On To It!

Brian Kutsunai
cont. on p. 20
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Let Us Pray...

A Departing Editor says Bye-bye, Takata,
I better warn you ahead of time--this is not your

ordinary newspaper article. This one exists for no other
purpose than to do you good. You would be well-
advised to read it, all of it, part of it, or until you get
tired of it. You might think it's full of shit and if you do
that's fine. But if you care what's good for you, you'll
read it first, then decide.

All I'm really going to say are some rather simple
truths which should be obvious to everyone, except that
they're too often obscured by the social and psych-
ological environment we live in. About faculty, for one
thing. Professors are no more intelligent than students.
They simplS, hold a more exalted status within the
context of an academic institution. Each possesses a
good deal more knowledge than any undergraduate
in the realm of some specialized form of inquiry. Ab-
surdly specialized, most of them, if you think about it,
and the same is true of over 75% of the material in
most of the courses they teach. Professors got to be
where they are today not through sheer reasoning
ability, but by hard work and by skill in the academic
game, the same game at which students who wind up
with Phi Beta Kappaesque GPA's excel. The purpose of
playing the game for many has been to avoid risking
the uncertainties of the outside world. Not that they
didn't do the right thing by playing--if a man has made it
on to the Hopkins faculty, you have got to figure
he is a pretty good player. But not that he is smarter
than you are. It's just that right now, you are forced to
play his game. Later on, things will be different.

Our Editor is also well aware how little he knows.

You ought to reflect for a while on just what you

are getting from your years at Johns Hopkins. The

officially prescribed goal, of course, is a degree--some

pretty writing inscribed on a fancy piece of paper. That

bit of paper does carry some weight in our society. But

not as much as Hopkins students think it ought to. It's

just enough to get you into another rat race at a grad-

uate school if that's the route you choose, it might not

get you out of the draft if they start that again, and it's

almost certainly not the ticket to the job of your dreams

unless your major happens to be engineering.

Most of us are already too familiar with this state of

affairs. It produces considerable anxiety for many
among you, especially those now nearing a departure
date. But as we are all nearing our departure dates in
one way or another, you should all consider this: It's
not the degree you get that really counts, it's what you
can do. In one word, COMPETENCE. If in whatever task
falls to you over the years you can take command, get
your shit together and get the job done, then people will
notice you. There aren't that many people out there
who can bring home the bacon when it counts. That's
why the work people do for such enterprises as the
News-Letter is more important than the hours of toil
they pour into academic charades which will prove
largely irrelevant in the long run. Of course, your sense
of competence also profits from learning to get your
schoolwork done. But the more important benefit you
get from classes here is that they can possibly teach you
to think. When you are exposed in a course to a man like
Orest Ranum, or Jerry Cooper, and there are many
others like them on our generally excellent faculty,
don't worry about how well he thinks, but pay attention
to how well he thinks. For the key to achievement is not
the speed or extreme accuracy of your mental func-
tioning, but the method with which you use it. You
must by all means think about the method you will use
in approaching the problems life confronts you with.

If you develop such a method and a sense of com-
petence by the time you leave here, you will have gotten
your money's worth from Johns Hopkins, whether
you're admitted to medical school, law school, etc., or
no. But at the same time you must realize that the
people you meet here have the potential for playing an
enormous role in your life, and in the life of the whole
country for that matter, after you leave. Somebody
now at Hopkins could well become president of IBM, or
Surgeon General, or Secretary of State. And what is he
doing now? He's one of us, a measly little student. More
than one of the people who surround you will become a
hero. Most everyone now at Homewood will one day
achieve a higher social status than the one he now holds,
namely that of a lowly college student. Most, I pre-
dict, will reach much higher. The undergraduates admit-
ted to Hopkins are good in the first place--only one of
seven applicants is taken. The people who hold high
status positions now will one day grow old and go away.
Someone will be needed to replace them, and no one
will be more competent to do so than the people who
are now university students here. If you, reader, are a
Hopkins student, the chances are excellent that one day
you will be an important person in our country. The old
saying applies so well here: CREAM WILL RISE TO
THE TOP.

his does not mean the same cream that rose to the
top in the academic pressure cooker here. First of all.
every Hopkins student is a very capable person, else he
wouldn't be here. A recent study showed that a top group
of performers at a prominent Eastern university were
found a decade later to be less successful both profes-
sionally and personally -than the median group of the
same size, that is, kids who stood right in the middle.
Remember what I said about the academic game—othei
things you learn and do are more important than the
grades you get.

Now have you got that? I hope so, because even if
you haven't I'm going to start you on the next chapter
anyway. It should be obvious to you by now why
you should make as many friends as possible while you
are here, and all the time, for that matter. Not only are
the nice people here fun to be with, but a friend you
make now might well be able to help you out when you
need it somewhere down the line. Boosts from your
friends can definitely send you places, and sometimes
they might be the chief prerequisite for getting some-
where even if you have ability. In fact, friends are
especially important to have if you are competent,
because once you get your foot in the door, the rest will
be easy for you. To all you Hopkins students out there
reading this, it should be no problem for you to com-
prehend that you should LIKE EVERYONE. No enemy
you ever made is going to do anything for you except to
harm you if he possibly can. But I have observed far too
many petty jealousies and hatreds among you to pre-
sume it unnecessary to say.

by Robert I
Affection is an emotive force. It arises from the

heart, and while intellect may dictate the need for it,
still it remains in the realm of feeling. But in your
overall mode of conduct, you should seek to employ the
kind of rational, well-thought-out method I spoke of
before. Your mind is the greatest gift you have, and it
besuits you to use it all the time. Every decision you
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Love all your neighbors and You'll

make, every direction you take should be guided by cool
consideration. To reason most effectively, the most
important essential is to first compile as much relevant

information as possible. Keep your eyes and ears open,

and pay attention to everything you are exposed to.

That includes this article. It never does you any harm to

pay attention, so long as you remain aware of your
inalienable right to call any theory or line of argument

you can't agree with as bullshit, no matter how sacred

the source. But remember this too: some things you'll
understand only after they've had a little time to sink
in. That might include Marxism. It might also include

' this message.

It's really so simple, this plan for acting according to

reason. Many people do already try to follow it. But 1
daresay very few manage it well, and none perfectly,
because of a few all-too-universal human failings which
get in the way. The only perfectly reasonable man I've
ever heard of was Socrates. That wise Greek's best secret

was a realization you could do much worse than to

emulate: he knew how little he knew. Unbound bY
preconceptions, he could approach every question with a

wide open mind. And he also avoided the ubiquitous

human tendency to revere authority. It is true, admit-

tedly, that most people need to be ruled, if only because

they are incompetent to decide things for themselves.

Psychologically, they are like old-style navigators who

clung to the coasts, cringing at the prospect of losing

sight of land for fear of falling off the edge of the

earth. But reader, you are a Hopkins student, and you
have sufficient ability to chart your own course. Do not
be afraid to do so!

When you are told that eminent psychologist Erik
Erikson has discovered eight critical psycho-

developmental tasks inherent in the development of the

individual, or that eminent sociologist Samuel Bowles
has proven that the educational system in the United

States is a primary determinant of social class, You
should take these claims with a grain of salt. It never

matters who the author of a piece happens to be, onlY
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what he says. If you use your mind well, you can be just
as fine a thinker as Marx or Freud. As you read their
writings, decide for yourself whether they are right or

not. Most likely you will see that almost everyone is
right about some things and wrong about others. Accept
the true or useful parts, dismiss the bad ones, and try
to come up with a better theory of your own if you can.
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This consitutes what I called earlier the rational method.
What you need to see is that it applies not only to arcane
Speculations but to your most deeply-rooted beliefs and
to the actions you take based on them,

Not only do you need to be openminded and willing
to accept other people's ideas, but it is just as important
to be honest with yourself. Self-deception forms a

forbidding barrier to effective reasoning within many

people. You should always be willing to discard your
own pet theory if somebody else comes along with one
that suits the facts better or one based on more exten-
sive information. Even without such a stimulus, con-

stantly reexamine your ideas in light of the new relevant

facts that may come to your attention. You must admit
a mistake in your reasoning should you detect one, or an

error in your personal conduct. I for one am ready right
now to admit such a mistake. Last week, on the editorial

Page of this newspaper, I showed extremely poor judge-

ment when I asked, "And by the way, Dr. Pfeffer, how

many offers have you had for next year?" It was mean

and rather petty to start with, and did no one any good,

least of all myself. Further, it did me harm. Dr. Pfeffer is
a bright, talented man, one who is bound to do well and

to find success in the world one way or another before

very long. It can only harm me to have him for an

implacable lifelong enemy, but by now I'm pretty much

resigned to it, which is why I use the case as an exam-
ple.

Another hinderance to avdid in the search for clear

reasoning and maximum performance is emotional

interference. Anxiety in all its forms is such a common

thought muddler, and so is fear, including nervousness,

Which is really fear of failure. Again, this is so easy to
see--everybody knows how bad it is to freeze or choke in
the clutch, but too few are able to avoid doing so. The

trick is, you simply have to make up your mind that

You're not going to get angry, selfconscious, og afraid

(although you might want to pretend to at times if it

serves a purpose). Because none of these emotions

Can ever help you; cool composure invariably leads to

Your best possible performance. In situations where

adrenalin will be needed, don't worry--it will still be
there. If you don't believe me, then I recommend that
you observe Bob Dandridge of the Washington Bullets in
the fourth quarter of a playoff game sometime.

Dandridge also exemplifies one very important
exception to the rule that irrational considerations
should never enter your thought process. You should
be confident about anything you try, because confid-
ence can only enhance your performance. In fact,
confidence is probably the biggest single ingredient you
need for success in whatever you try.

How often have you heard it said that within little
childrens' fairy tales lie profound meanings? Surely you
are acquainted with that classic American story of The
Little Engine That Could? "I think I can, I think I can"
was the refrain of that valiant vehicle as it puffed its way
up the hill. And that should become your refrain as you
puff your way up the hills of life. Confidence can do
nothing but help you--as long as you keep a rational
eye on the outcome of your efforts so that you don't
continue confidently banging your head against the wall.

Christ said, "Love thy neighbor as thyself,." and
you should listen to his advice. It just won't do for you
to pretend to like people--everybody sees through that.
You've got to really care. To do that, it often happens
that you have to overlook the fact that the person
you are caring about dislikes you, or maybe even that he
or she hates you. That's not easy to do. But if you can
handle it, you will be surprised how much power and
control it gives you over people. More than anything
else. we humanc have a deen need to he loved.

Now you have them: the Three C's. Be Competent,
Cool and Confident and you will come as close to
whatever goals you set for yourself as your talent will
take you. But getting there, as a lot of ostensibly suc-
cessful people will tell you, is maybe the easiest part of
the problem. What's rough is deciding what you want
to do in the first place. Hey, you guessed it! I'm going to
tell you what to do with it, and what I think life should
be all about. You can believe me or not, I'm really
indifferent, but if you're at all interested in the question,
I suggest it would be beneficial for you to read on.

Human beings don't survive well as individuals the
way creatures such as bears do. We live best in societies.
Each person makes his contribution to the society and
takes his or her rewards from it. We are all like players
on a gigantic team. So by my way of looking at things,
you should become the best team players you possibly
can. Admittedly, our foresight is rather limited regarding
what would be the best for that team. But fortunately,

none of us has the power to bring about earth-shattering
changes anyway. All we can do is work shortsightedly to
bring about as much immediate good as possible. The
chief means for doing this is to help direct, brighten, and
improve your own life and the lives of the people around
you. Yes, sometimes we must take it on ourselves to
intrude a bit on the lives of others if we clearly see
what is better for them than they themselves can. That is
called LEADERSHIP. A good everyday example is when
you care about somebody enough to devil him or her to
stop smoking. And there are other, wider applications--
I'm sure you can think of them for yourselves.

Once absolute dedication to good becomes the
foremost imperative in your life, everything else kind of
falls into place. You can like everyone, and you don't
really have to be concerned about the things other
people think of you except as it is necessary to man-
ipulate them in order to bring about some good object.
Your own survival and advancement in the society
counts as such an objective if you are fully devoted to
helping. Because if it comes to a question of your life
versus another person's life, you know you will be doing
your best if you are still around, while concerning the
other person's intentions you can never be certain. So
self-preservatiori is morally justified. So is self-
advancement, because you can almost always bring
about more good effects from a higher social status
than from a lower one, other things equal. But I warn
you, don't allow it to become self-aggrandizement,
because then you lose everything.

To put it another way, you can help the team more
when you're playing than when you're sitting on the
bench. But don't try to be a star--you'll just mess people
up, and yourself too. As for the position you'll play,
that's up to you, to find a niche that suits you. Use the
Three C's to get there. And wherever you go, remember
that the nicest thing you can ever do is to praise and
encourage the talent in people around you. It helps their
confidence, helps them on their way up the ladder, and
who knows, one day one of them might do you a favor
too.

And now, my friends, it's time for me to bid you
farewell. Even if you think this piece I've written is an
arrogant pomposity, please be advised that I like you
anyway. I only wish I could mention here all of thd super
people who have become special to me during my years
here. I'll just have to let it suffice to say, you know who
you are. And to all of you out there still with me at this
point, thanks, I've enjoyed being here with you a lot. I
would wish you luck-but I don't think you'll need it.
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Fighting Myths At Goucher
The pen may be mightier than the sword, but the

strength of stereotypes and idle rumor surpasses them
both. The first image to pop into a Hopkins student's
mind upon hearing the word, "Goucher" would probab-
ly be that of a top-sided, blow-dried, made-up, prissy,
simple-minded female--in short, the archetypal Goucher
girl. It is no accident of alliteration that Goucher stu-
dents are called "girls." Hopkins tends to regard Gou-
cher as a mediocre little sister who often becomes cross
at her big brother's patronizing attitude and one-sided
demands. But Hopkins isn't really to blame. How could
two schools that meet only on the battle ground of
Disco Night be expected to share any mutual respect?

Nevertheless, taking a chance that the pen may
indeed be able to remedy some of rumor's wrongs, I'd
like to evaluate Goucher students on the basis of their
own criteria-as Women. According to the 1978 Goucher
catalogue, "First and foremost, Goucher seeks to help
women expand their interests, to develop their potential,
and in so doing to free themselves from society's subtle
but nevertheless constraining stereotypes." Rhetoric
aside, Goucher does indeed go a long way toward
developing its students as scholars and women through
its emphasis on small classes, analytic skills, personalized
teaching, dorm living and career preparation.

In the cinder-block classroom of Sociology 106,
Ginny Dersch stood in front of her class and began
reading a magazine article about the increased number of
college graduates and white-collar workers. "It's no news
to you guys that women are underrepresented in the
professions, like medicine and law,"she noted. She went
on to describe the constriction of the job market for
minority groups in general. After reading the article,
Dersch lectured about collective behavior (mob psych-
ology), sprinkling her talk with examples of parties,
sports, and even the Beatles concert she attended.The
students frequently asked questions and made com-
ments.

In Elements of Fiction, Penelope Cordish, who
graduated from Goucher and received her doctorate
from Hopkins, held a seminar-type discussion with her
intro course and then divided the class into four discus-
sion groups. The class was reading Margaret Atwood's
Surfacing, a feminist novel akin to Sylvia Plath's The
Bell Jar. Though the reading is light in this course,
Cordish cares less about her students retaining the
material they've read than she does about them learning
critical skills. As the courses become more advanced, the
reading load becomes heavier. Cordish believes that there
is "a core body of knowledge that every educated person
should know."

Goucher has few required courses, but, like Hop-
kins, it insists on students fulfilling area distribution
requirements in humanities, social science, and math-
ematics and natural science. At Goucher, the emphasis is
on pre-professional preparation, internships, indepen-
dent study, and analytic and practical skills.

Heidi, for example, is a Creative Arts major, the
only one at Goucher. She decided to come to Goucher
because it is the only school on the east coast that would
let her pursue that major. She has taken courses in
theatre, art, crafts, and dance, and plans to become
an artist. However, she had to take some crafts courses
at Towson State College that Goucher did not offer.
Unlike the English and Sociology courses, the theatre
and arts classes are not practical, Heidi says. "They give
you the thought, so you could apply it yourself," she
notes.

The Goucher course guide aptly demonstrates the
college's orientation towards developing its students as
women. The offerings include dance and education;
courses (traditionally and stereotypically women's.

by Ros Resnick
fields), "Women and Family in the 18th and 19th
Centuries," "Women in Politics," "Women Public
Officials Seminar," "Motherhood and Daughterhood,"
"Courtship and Marriage," "Women and Religion," and
"History of Women Artist."

Goucher women enjoy dorm' life and feel that it
brings them closer to other women in their houses.
Goucher College is divided into four halls, each of which
is subdivided into three or four houses. House-mates
(especially those who live on the same hall) often
become close friends and choose to live together after
freshman year. Laura, a freshman who lives on the
Russian floor, feels that living in the dorms taught her
how to live with other people. The dorms are also a
learning experience because "each person has his own
individual pattern," Heidi added.

Maryann, a senior Drama major who now lives in the
"Quiet House," because of an incident that disrupted
dorm life, remarked that there is "not as much casual-
ness in the dorm atmosphere (as at Hopkins)." Last year,
she and the other women who had been living on the
same floor since freshman year had a run-in with their
house's Residential Advisor, and protested by stamping
on the floor above the Advisor's room in their clogs.
Though the rest of their house voted to give them a
second chance, the Advisor insisted that the group be
split up because she thought that the group "wasn't
maintaining a community atmosphere."

Though Goucher students enjoy an environment
that allows them to speak freely, dress as they wish and
participate in their academic life, some believe that the
orientation towards women can go too far. According to
Laura, "Some of the women (professors) here just get

carried away. 'We are women! We're going to bash those
bad, bad men!' " She thought that the male professors,
who make up half the faculty, were fairer. Cordish,
however, denies that the faculty is overly feminist.
Though she included two women's novels at the end of
her course, the other works represent the mainstream of
twentieth century fiction-written by men. Heidi, who
wants to "bum around" for a few years after graduation,
complained about the overemphasis on immediate
professionalization.

But excess feminism is hardly Goucher's main
problem. "Everything they teach you to believe here is
just warped the minute you walk through the Rath-
skellar," Laura said. She noted that women are con-
fident of themselves at Goucher, but "get all dolled
up" for frat parties. Hopkins guys don't take Goucher
women's studies very seriously, Maryann said. "The
problem is that people from Hopkins don't recognize
Goucher as a good women's college," she added. This is
ironic, because Hopkins wanted Goucher to merge with
it several years ago; Goucher refused because, according
to Maryanniit wanted to remain a women's college, not
become absorbed into a co-ed university.

According to Maryann,Hopkins guys think that
Goucher "girls" are prettier than Hopkins women. But,
she says, this is because they only see the "girls" when
they're well dressed and made up. In my opinion, the
only way to really experience Goucher women is not by
sneaking into one of their dorms in a drunken stupor,
not by "getting lucky" with one of them in the Rat, but
by attending their classes, eating lunch with them--in
short, seeing them in the light of day..

Sporting Prognostications
by Q. Murray Fungo

.These past few weeks I've been engulfed by a flood
of sports predictions, courtesy of my many soothsaying
.friends and acquaintances. Why they send the things to
me, only God and Blackstone Jr. know for sure. These
prognosticators are usually way off base, and when at
the season's close their picks are woefully assessed, the
common alibis go something like, "Well, if Fisk hadn't
hurt his elbow, things would've been different," or,
"What do you expect with Steinbrenner buying every
decent player in the league?" I'm tired of hearing these
excuses, and I'm sick of getting sports forecasts via the 1
postal service. Maybe if I whip up some of my own
predictions, then my friends will let me be, and I can get
back to my paper on The Rise of the Nazis in Milwau-
kee.

First and foremost, baseball. I'd gladly kill for the
Orioles, and the way they've been playing of late would
elicit awe and admiration from even Howard Cosell.
Yet in spite of my undying loyalty to the Birds, my
choice for American League East champions has to be
the Cleveland Indians. Sure, maybe they've got a
snowball's chance in hell, but a World Series would be
the perfect panacea for that comatose town. Besides,
Bob Hope used to own the team, and one of my favorite
flicks is Monsieur Beau caire.

I think we've all had enough of watching the Kansas
City royal chokers die in the playoffs every year, so my
nod goes to the Oakland Athletics as kings of the sorry
American League West. It would be interesting to see a
World Series game where only 657 people show up.

I predict that Ross Grimsley will become the first
major league hurler to notch 30 victories in a season
since Denny McLain turned the trick 11 years ago. In so
doing, Ross will lead the Montreal Expos to the National

Open Meeting

Thursday, May 9 4:00 p.m.

L-V Room, Levering Hall

GSAVot P‘

League East title. Lee Mazilli will hit .399 for the
last-place Mets, but at the year's end, he will retire to
begin an acting career as "All in the Family's" Edith
Bunker, the role which Jean Stapleton will vacate at the
close of the current TV season. Pittsburgh's millionaire
outfielder, Dave Parker, who recently said he sacrificed a
lot when he became a baseball player ("Shee-it, I coulda
been a garbage man, or a janitor, jack!"), will hit .203
and murder a bat boy in San Diego near the end of
August.

The Dodgers will lead the National League West for
most of the summer, but morale will plummet sometime
in September when Steve Garvey will beat Manager
Tommy LaSorda to a pulp in the L.A. clubhouse. Babe
Ruth will then rise from the dead, move the Atlanta club
back to Boston, and lead the Braves to the division
pennant.

In the World Series, the Cleveland Indians will
defeat the Boston Braves, four games to two. Cleveland
will return to financial solvency and undergo a renais-
sance. An elated Mayor Dennis Kucinich will announce
that the name of his town will be changed to Malta.
So much for baseball '79.

As for basketball and hockey, well, who really
cares?

One of my friends picked Maryland to beat out
Hopkins for the NCAA lacrosse championship. I think
he did this just to rile me. I've already laid the following
curse upon him: "May the Mighty Blue Jay in the Sky
fertilize your Sunday suit." Otherwise, it's JHU all the
way for a second straight year.

In the local girls' high school volleyball title game,
Notre Dame Prep will pummel Seton, 21-8. Remember,
you heard it here first.

Agenda:

-Housing

-Financial Aid

-Curriculum Review Committee
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THERE IS A POSITION OPEN AT CAMP

SKYLEMER IN NAPLES, MAINE FOR

THIS SUMMER. IF INTERESTED

PHONE 486- 5640.
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N-L
CLASSIFIEDS
SPANISH LESSONS and translations
by native teachers. All levels
366-2056.

FENDER AMPLIFIER: Fender
Pro-Reverb Amplifier for sale. Pre-
CBS Model. 2-12 inch speakers, 40
watts of power. Excellent Cond.
Call 243-0181.

LADY FINGERS TYPING SERVICE
Fast Service, pick-up and delivery.
$.85 per page. 363-2098. 

STEREO SPEAKERS: Frazier Stereo
Speakers, 30 watts of power, Beauti-
ful 20x26x12 inch wooden cabinets.
Great condition. $240. 243-0181.

TYPING - EXPERIENCED TYPIST
Towson area. Reasonable rates. Mrs.
Cammarata. 377-2866.

LEAVING ON SABBATICAL?
Physician/Librarian couple and
charming infant seek home to care
for (housesitting position) June
'79 through June '80. Monthly rent
negotiable. Mutual references, of
course. 1702 16th Ave. S., Seattle
WA. 98144 Tel: 206-329-2533.

FURNISHED, University owned
large effeciency available to sublet
May 21 - July 31. $164/month.

Utilities included. Call 889-6484.

TYPING: Quick, dependable service.

Reasonable rates, 254-8779.

14 MEATLESS MEALS Send $2.00

& S.A.S.E. to: Nelson, P.O. Box

11233, Baltimore, Md. 21239.

PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT Paid
volunteer research subjects needed
for ongoing government antimalarial

drug development program. Volun-

teers must be males, 18 years old,

and must pass a qualifying medical
examination. Employment is temp-

orary but will require a period of

close medical observation for 2 to 4

weeks and weekly followup ap-

pointments for 2 months. For more

information, call 202-576-2921 or

202-576-2280, 2:00-4:30 daily, or

write Chief, Clinical Pharmacology

Section, Department of Pharmacol-

ogy, Division of Experimental Ther-

apeutics, Walter Reed Army Institute

of Research, Washington, D.C.

20012.

'Expert typing guaranteed
- Professional proofread-
ing, editing and revision -

- Flawless work -- Call

Steve Saetz — 825-0855

tanytime. 

Medical School

August '79
applicants, 4-year fully
recognized and established
Mexican Medical School,
with several hundred
American students enrolled.
Use English language text-
books and exams in English.
School combines quality
education, small classes,
experienced teachers,
modern facilities.

Universidad del Noreste
120 East 41 St. NYC 10017

(212) 594-6589
or 232-3784
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Special Student Rates

WORDS 484-6895

Dr. Margaret Singer
Prof. in Psychiatry,

University of California

The Success
of the Cults

11:00 am
May 6

cheptain 
Presents

oft °le

Levering Hall
Listening-Viewing Room
The Johns Hopkins Universit

grke 
tSundetyExperiencej

EARN OVER150 A MONTH
RIGHT THROUGH YOUR

SENIOR YEAR.
If you're a junior or senior
majoring in sciences like
math, physics or engineering,
the Navy has a program you
should know about.

It's called the Nuclear
Propulsion Officer Candidate-
Collegiate Program
(NUPOC-C for short) and if
you qualify, you can earn as
much as $650 a month right
through your senior year.
Then after 16 weeks of
Officer Candidate School,
you'll get an additional year
of advanced technical
education. This would cost
thousands in a civilian school,
but in the Navy, we pay you.

It isn't easy. There are
fewer than 400 openings and
only one of every six
applicants will be selected.
But if you make it, you'll
have unequaled hands-on

responsibility, a $24,000
salary in four years, and gilt-
edged qualifications for jobs
both in the Navy and out.

Ask your placement
officer to set up an interview
with a Navy representative
when he visits the campus,
or contact your Navy
representative at 800-841-8000,
or send in the coupon. The
NUPOC-C Program. Not
only can it help you complete
college. It can be the start of
an exciting career.

F 
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I NAVY OPPORTUNITY
INFORMATION CENTER

I P.O. Box 2000, Pelham Manor, N.Y. 10803
Yes, I'd like more information on
the NUPOC-C Pr.:1gram (930 ).
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Name 
Please I..t

Address 

City 

State Zip

Age tCollege/University 

Graduatian Date *Grade Point

AM ajor/Minor 

Phone Number 

NAVY OFFICERS
GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST.
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The Doctors Of Love

They've Got Your Cure
Dear Doctors of Love,

Whenever I finally get a girl back to my apartment, I
have great difficulty in having concourse with them.
How can I get them to go all the way?

-Don't leave me dangling

Dear Dangling,
A very difficult problem!! The technique we have

found most successful in dealing with Goucher girls,
Freshmen, etc. is to simply imform them--"you might as
well ----because if you don't, I am going to tell every-
body that you did anyway!"

Dear Doctors of Love,
I have been going to the Rat every Thursday but

I've been coming up empty handed. I feel it's the way I
dress. Any suggestions would be greatly appreciated.

.Schleppie Preppie

Dear Preppie,
You're obviously not dressing sensuously enough to

attract those hot coeds you're looking for. We suggest
that you don your tightest jeans sans underwear with
perhaps a lightly worn sweat sock stuffed in your crotch.
This manner of dress will put forth that "he-man" image
which will make the girls just "hopkins to bed with
you." Now you might say, won't it be embarrassing to
walk around the Rat with a constant bulge in my pants.
Nonsense!! If a girl wants to go to bed with a guy, they
might well be aroused by your manly manner of dress.
If they are not interested in such immediate intimate
relations, they might be embarrassed, but hell--you're
not interested in that type of girl anyway.

Dear Doctors of Love,
I am a typical Goucher girl and I have a very serious

problem that only the eminent Doctors of Love can
answer. I am presently dating a Hoppie, but also unbe-
knownst to him I have a lover at Goucher. So my
question is, "should I tell my boyfirend about my
tasty pecadillo and run the risk of losing him or should I
tell him straight that I am, in fact, a Goucher bi-weekly.

-Give it to me straight

Dear Give It,
The doctors of love wish they had your boyfriend's

problems. As the old adage goes, a picture is worth a
thousand words. Why not show your boyfriend where
you're at--we are sure that he will approve as long as you
put him right in the middle of things! Bon Appetite!

The Doctors of Love brought these two together.

Write in and let them do the same for you!

Dear Doctors of Love,
I am a freshman coed. During my first semester I

partied my buns off and my grades showed it. I was put
on academic pro (i.e. academic probation). I thought
this did not matter since first semester grades are not
recorded, but actually I developed flaccid study habits.
I am having severe difficulty in one of my required
courses this semester--I am in danger of failing.

Doctors of Love, my problem is that in this course

my T.A. seems to be coming on to me (I am a fox by
Hopkins standards) and I wonder if I should barter
nookie for grades? Complicating my decision is the fact
that although I have rounded second on numerous
occasions, I have never slid home. Also my T.A. is kind
of cute—what should I do?

-Giving behind in my studies

Dear Giving Behind,
HIM!!!!

Dear Doctors of Love,
At times while I am parading across campus, my

eyes focus upon a fair damsel who excites me. My
question is, if these girls are across the quad I just cannot
run up to them and introduce myself, so how am I to
meet these pieces? I'm desperate, please help me.

-A Well Known Hopkins Athlete (name withheld on
request)

Dear Well Known Athlete,
After an extensive research and development effort,

the Doctors of Love believe the following is the most
effective answer to your vexing but relevant question.

Always traverse the campus armed with a frisbee.
When you notice a fair damsel, take aim and throw the
frisbee directly at her, aiming for the head, neck, or
frontal torso. With luck and practice, the frisbee will
reach its mark. After this contact is made, it will be easy
for you to strike up a hopefully productive conversation
after you give her your sincerest apology.

Have a problem with your love life? Please address all
questions to:

The Doctors of Love
The Hopkins News-letter
The Gatehouse
The Doctors regret that telephone inquiries cannot be
answered. All questions will be published unless ex-
plicitly requested.

The Doctors of Love, though not members of the N-L
editorial board or staff, cut a couple of fine figures
on the Rathskellar floor every Thursday night.

RECORD & TAPE TRADERS
6701 York Road - Towson
I 2 miles south of Towson St.

1720 Eastern Boulevard
Exit 36E 702,

Just off 150E toward Chase

WE PAY CASH FOR YOUR
RECORDS & TAPES

• We Buy & Sell Fine Used Records & Tapes
• Rare and Out of Print Collector Items
• Rental of Albums for 50 a day
O• Headgear, Magazines, Blank Tapes

2' • Listen to Records Before You Buy Them

• L.P.'s & Tapes $1.99, $2.49, $2.99
• New Release $4.99 All The Time
• Large New Wave, Colored Vinyl, Jazz Selections

HOURS
Mon.. Tues.. Thurs., Fri. 11:00 - 8:00

Wednesday 11:00 - 6:00

Sal u:dav 10:00 - 6:00

Sunday 12:00 - 5:00

BUY — SELL — TRADE
ALL RECORDS GUARANTEED

CALL - 391-7366 - Essex
377-8456 - Towson
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HAVE LUNCH WITH

MAYOR
SCHAEFER
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TUESDAY, MAY 8

12 NOON

in front of Levering Hall
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FREE REFRESHMENTS !!!

*VOTER REGISTRATION*

Sponsored by JHU Young Democrats

Important Change

The Summer Session DAY Term

has been postponed to

June 25-July 27

All DAY classes begin and end one

week later than shown in the summer

catalog. Registration dates and evening

schedules do not change.

•Register by mail through May 23 and

in person June 7 and 9. For more

information call or visit the Summer

Session office.

JOHNS HOPKINS SUMMER SESSION

103 Shaffer

338-7185

Interested in helping a
transfer student

adjust to Hopkins life?

Sea

Transfer Advisor 
for 1979-80 Orientation.

\ I ,

An organizational meeting will be held
Tuesday, May 8 at 8:00 p.m. in Roger s House,
3rd floor (3506 Greenway, next to University
One). For further info, contact Gail Kaplan

Box 315 .1HU

# 
the G ADUATE CLUb presents If

BLOCK
beiween
Wolrnan
(McCoy

*20 Ti? •<t:i
Starts a-i- 5pm ?) Two Bands

Fig 79N 1413 
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The following list is just a sampling of the prices
it the Book Center is paying for used books:

AUTHOR TITLE

1

1

Anton
Avers
Cahn
Davison
Flanders
Goodnough

Halliday
Hartt

Hirshleifer
Howell
Hulse
Lehninger
Levin
Marsden
Morrison & Boyd
Morrison & Boyd
Reynolds
Rudin
Samuelson
Shakespeare
Speroni
Stipp

Elementary Linear Algebra
Cell Biology
Classics of Western Philosophy
Abnormal Psychology
Elem. Functions & Anal. Geometry
Genetics .

Physics - Part II
Art: Hist. of Painting Sculpture

& Architecture Vol. I
Price, Theory and Application
Business Law Text and Cases
Psychology of Learning
Biochemistry
Quant. Approach to Mgmt.
Vector Calculus
Organic Chemistry
Study Guide for Organic Chem.
Microeconomics
Principles of Math. Analysis
Economics
Complete Pelican Shakespeare
Basic Italian
Rise & Dev. of Western Civ.-Vol. I

PUBLISHER 

Wiley (2nd Ed.)
Van Nostrand
Hackett
Wiley (2nd)
Academic
HRW (2nd)

Wiley (3rd)

BUY-BACK PRICE•

Prentice-Hall
Prentice-Hall
HRW
McGraw Hill (4th)
Worth (2nd)
McGraw Hill (4th)
Freeman
Allyn & Bacon(3rd)
Allyn & Bacon(3rd)
Irwin ('76 - rev. ed.)
McGraw Hill ('76)
McGraw Hill (10th)
Penguin
HRW (4th)
Wiley (2nd)

$8.00
$10.00

.00
$5.00
$7.50
$9.50

$8.00

$5.50
$8.50

$10.00
$8.50

$11.50
$9.50
$9.00

$12.00
$5.50
$4.50
$9.00
$9.00
$8.50
$7.50
$6.00

it Bring in all the used books you would like to sell
back and we will tell you what they are worth !!!

traoraoraorctonctorctortn3aoraoraeraorztertaxteracraoradracra43=====csanacraorrtA
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A Match For Spring Fever

BY ROS RESNICK

"There comes a time when one must
decide whether to live a fool among fools ,
or to live a fool alone." --Mrs. Dolly Levi, I
The Matchmaker

By the end of the year, foolishness
seems to overtake us all, preventing
us from concentrating on more mundane
things like finals and papers. While there
might not be a cure for spring fever, there
is definitely a way to enjoy it: tonight,
come see the Barnstormers' production of
Thornton Wilder's The Matchmakers. It
provides a nearly two solid hours of
laughter, foolishness, and frivolity for
every closet non-nerd.

The Matchmaker, which inspired the
musical Hello, Dolly, concerns the
age-old themes of love and money in a
farcical yet touching way. Dolly Levi, the
matronly heroine, is the matchmaker.

Bustling around, encouraging young love,
Mrs. Levi not-so-secretly has her eye on
Horace Vandergelder, Yonkers' leading
citizen and a despotic miser. According to
Mrs. Levi, "Money is like manure; it's not
worth a thing unless it's spread around

encouraging young things to grow." With

this philosophy, the ace matchmaker

schemes successfully to unite Mr. Van-

dergelder's niece with her artist-love, his

two clerks to a milliner and her assistant,

and herself to Vandergelder and his

money.
But the rather simple plot is only a

framework for the large cast of funny,

lovable characters. Because this play is a

farce, stereotyped characters abound.

The actors fill these roles admirably and

add their own special touches. Betsey

Nessen (Dolly Levi) gives an admirable

performance in a difficult role. She has a

gossipy, yet commanding voice and

seldom lapses into shrillness. Her gestures

are also a joy to watch. When, for in-

stance, she lying tells Vandergelder that

"You go your way, I'll go mine," she

coyly brushes two pieces of chicken in

the same direction onto Vandergelder's

plate, signifying her real intentions. Frank

Holton (Horace Vandergelder) is equal to

the task of playing opposite Dolly. His

aristocratic voice and carriage, far from

detracting from his supposedly native

Yonkers background, add a tone of

authority and masculinity. Here Holton

demonstrates the fine character acting of

which he showed promise in last year's
production of No Exit.

Every farce needs clowns. In this
play, Tom Fynan (Cornelius Hackl) and
Lincoln Stein (Barnaby Tucker) provide
the comic relief. The pair keeps the
audience in stitches with its bumbling
slapstick routines. Its finest hour comes
when the two try to evade their employ-
er, Mr. Vandergelder, while on an illicit
trip to New York for a night of "adven-
ture." Hiding in cabinets and under
tables, the pair reminds one of Cheru-
bino's antics in The Marriage of Figaro.
Stein's voice is especially delightful;
somehow he has managed to capture the
croaking quality of a young adolescent.
Stein is also delightful in the scene in
which the milliner kisses him. He cries,
"Pudding!" having accomplished one of
his trip's main purposes--namely, to be
kissed by a woman. lirian Lewis (Malchi
Stack) adds fun and frolic as Vander-
gelder's no-good valet, a jack-of-all-trades
with a heart of gold. The play is worth
seeing for his eyebrow movements alone.

Another special feature of the
Barnstormers' production is the way the
cast works together--very smoothly. The
slapstick scenes seem to coalesce spon-
taneously. The beautiful direction does
not reveal the strings that operate this
precise clockwork.

The only problem with this produc-
tion is its unfortunate location. The
Listening/Viewing Room is a poor place
to stage such a realistic attempt at char-
acter acting. The Barn, which has a larger
stage area, more intimate seating, and
room for a less artificial set, would have
been a much better location. Neverthe-
less, the set has quite a few
features that I found very intersting. The
portrait of Vandergelder's wife has a
blank face, indicating the owner's wish to
sublimate his spouse, whomever she may
be, to his will. As he says at the begin-
ning, "Marriage is a bribe to make the
housekeeper think that she's the house-
holder." By the end of the play, Vander-
gelder's views have changed-due to the
indomitable Dolly.

At the end of The Matchmaker,
Barnaby, trying to evade the embraces of
the milliner's assistant, responds to
Dolly's call to tell the audience the moral
of the play. He says, "We hope you have
just the right amount of sitting alone at
home and just the right amount of

adventure." Fortunately, there's a way of
having one's cake and eating it, too. Plays
and movies provide considerable armchair
adventure for those reluctant to risk it all
on adventure and romance. This week-
end, Bob Arellano's playwriting class will
present its one-acts, which are usually
funny and interesting, at least to the
extent of seeing fellow students act and
write. As for movies, Dr. Zhivago will be
shown on campus. With the darkly
handsome Omar Sharif in the title role,

this film about the destruction wrought
by the Russian Revolution won't leave a
dry eye in the house. Off campus at the
Rotunda is Woody Allen's new movie,
Manhattan. The reviews have generally
been favorable; with a cast including
Woody himself and Diane Keaton, it can't
miss. As I said in the beginning, there's no
excuse for nerds to hold up in the study
carrels this weekend. So stop sitting at
home, and come out of the closet and
experience some adventure!

Unconventional
On Sunday, April 6, the JHU Fine

Arts Committee presented Fred Frith, a
British guitarist well known for his work
with Henry Cow and, more recently, The
Art Bears. Although his reputation rests
mainly with his involvement in progres-
sive rock, Frith is also a successful exper-
imenter, improvising music based upon a
wide variety of sounds used in many
unconventional ways. One of his spon-
taneous structures will often invite
comparison with a John Cage piece,
for Frith's work is effective in the same
way such an avant-garde composer's is:
it absorbs and incorporates sounds that
are not necessarily "musical" into a new
context, and in doing so, confronts us
with something beautiful.

Frith's manner was shy and self-
effacing. He entered and left the stage
quietly, almost invisibly, and chose to
speak to the audience through his music
only. During the performance he was
either bent over a table of equipment or
seated with a guitar on his knee, concen-
trating on the sounds being produced, his
hands never still, probing for the next
development, creating and resolving ten-
sions. He played eight pieces, each one
dealing with a different type of sound
and different musical ideas.

The four longest pieces were done on
a modified double-necked guitar posi-
tioned horizontally on the table. Frith
"excited" the strings using his fingers,
wires and chains, bows, picks, thimbles,
mallets, pins and spools. Electronic
devices sustained and transformed these
sounds. A device on the guitar allowed
Frith to severely bend tones into a higher
or lower range. Table-top percussion
added another sonic quality to the
mixtures. These pieces could be classified
as "stream-of-consciousness" music--
smoothly flowing, demurely-layered,
multi-textured. New themes faded in and
out in rapid succession or abruptly
interrupted the diminishing harmonic
residue of a sustained chord. Sheets of
sound were shuffled like a deck of cards,
riffs introduced and snapped away.
Resonating, polyphonic sections were
contrasted with spare plucking and
scratching; calm and thoughtful sections
contrasted with frantic tantrums. The
guitar's sound covered an entire spectrum
of tonal novelty: from slower orchestral
echos to sqeaking, grating, exploding,
and crying. For a while, Frith accom-
panied himself by humming through a
contact microphone on his throat.

The other pieces, included two for
acoustic guitar, one for double-necked
guitar played in the conventional fashion,
and one for regular electric guitar. Their
character veered from Spanish classical to
Indian raga to rock and sound-effect
sketches. Frith's final number brought
him a standing ovation.

A week after Fred Frith's perform-
ance, on April 15, Fine Arts presented
Fall Mountain, a trio featuring Bob
Ostertag on synthesizer, Ned Rothenberg
on reeds and flutes, and Jim Katzin
on violin. A Sergei Modular Synthesizer

enables Ostertag to activate pre-
programmed sounds sequences in any
combination and to improvise new
sequences using patch cords. Synthetic
sound layers form a central shaft from
which the acoustic instruments derive
their direction. The different sound
qualities combine in quickly-changing
designs that have been called "an aural
depiction of molecular interaction." As a
piece develops, the musicians begin
exploring what happens when electronic
and acoustic tones clash or harmonize,
become indistinguishable or completely
at odds.

The trio played two long sets,
separated by a violin-soprano sax duet.
The first set was a melding of two pieces
from their new album ("Early Fall"),
"Ultima Thule" and "Luna Tuna." The
second set was an extended improvisation
that ended in a chorus of automobile
horns. The music was like complex
sculpture in space and time. Sounds were
shaped into contours of pitch and pul-
sating points. The synthesizer produced
swirling collections of sound: cicada
choruses, wind storms, landslides, game-
Ian music, engines, marimbas, xylo-
phones, birdcalls, and pulsating points.
The synthesizer patterns were gradually
built up from sine-wave bleeps and white
noise or suddenly thrust full-blown into
the musical fabric. Ostertag varied these
patterns through fluctuations in loudness,
harmonic content, and pulse rate. The
music might become brittle and brilliant,
then melt into a rolling farrago; when
stretched to limits, it might be brought
back to its original form or left to spring
into chaos.

Rothenberg and Katzin played with
intensity and clarity. Their solos revealed
remarkable command of technique. At
various times, Rothenberg played bass
clarinet, saxophones, bamboo water flute,
and ocarina; he achieved some amazing
sounds by spinning around while playing
sax. From his bluesy improvisations to
Katzin's classically-inspired strings to
Ostertag's exacting synthesizer, Fall
Mountain gave a rewarding performance.

Mad
Melt-Down
Melodies
(CPS)--"Live each day as if it were your
last; cause believe it or not, you're
being gassed."

These are part of the lyrics to the
song "Nuclear Waste," the first official
song dedicated to the recent nuclear
reactor accident at Three Mile Island near
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.

A group called The Assassins, led by
a sixteen year old singer who identifies
himself as "Michael Millirem," recorded
the song next to the crippled power
plant.
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Active
To the Editor:

It seems to me that Mr.
Palade is an expert in the fine art
of stereotyping. I'm sure besides
believing that all Hopkins pre-
meds are severely limited, he
believes that all Jews are cheap,
all Goucher women slip easily
into the sack, all Polish people
are dumb, all women belong at
home, all Italians are greasy, all
Irish drink, all Blacks have
rhythm, and all Greeks are gay.

Well, Mr. Palade, I don't
know what contact you have
had with Hopkins pre-meds,
but obviously it is very limited.
Sure we have our share of jerks
(to deny this would be stereo-
typing again); however, after
four years here I can say that I
have met some of the warmest
and most beautiful people
around. The majority of pre-
meds that I have known have
not studied 24 hours a day, but

rather have been involved in
many ways.. .working at the East
Baltimore Medical Clinic, or
playing a varsity sport, or
working on an SAC activity, or
studying the Bible every day, or
working 10-40 hours a week to
stay in school.

Just because a pre-med
cannot play on a varsity sport,
be vice-president of his class,
play the clarinet, work 20 hours
per week and still keep his 3.98
GPA does not mean that this
person is not well rounded. It
means that this person is human.

Perhaps your experiences
with Hopkins pre-meds is not a
reflection on Hopkins pre-meds
in general, but rather a reflection
on you. Perhaps in your case
the old saying "You can judge a
person by the company he
keeps" is true.

Or perhaps you have just
come in contact with Hopkins
undergrads who now attend
the Med School; but the vast
majority of these students, I

Now in  paperback 

CARLOS
CASTANE I A'S

$3 95

great bestseller

THE SECOND RING
OF POWER
A new and startling chapter in
one of the great journeys of
enlightenment of our time—
and a vision of the world of

the full-fledged sor-
cerer. "Moves with
vivid, eerie force:'
—San Francisco
Chronicle

A TOUCHSTONE PAPERBACK Elm

FROM SIMON AND SCHUSTER /11\

TO bENEfiT TIM

CLASS OF 1979
MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP FUND

feel, cannot be considered true
Hopkins pre-meds. The vast
majority of these students ent-
ered through the 2-5 program--a
severely competitive program
which looks for one main
attribute, a high GPA. Two
years of college is not always
long enough for one to develop
into a well rounded person--
especially when academic de-
mands are as great as in the 2-5
program. I feel that the admis-
sions committee should accept
less Hopkins students into the
2-5 program, and wait for the
more mature crop at the end of
the four years. I'm sure they
will reap a better harvest.

I have truly enjoyed grow-
ing up with the people around
me. I am DAMN proud to
be a Hopkins undergrad and a
Hopkins pre-med.

Wayne Franklin

All-Am
To the Editor:
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I'm amazed that Leslie
Parpal, who fenced here for four
years, doesn't know the rules of
her sport--which is one reason
I'm sorry to have to state that,
in the case of fencing All-
Americans, the News-Letter is
correct and Leslie is wrong. The
NCAA Fencing Championships
are in fact open to both sexes; as
is well-known in fencing circles,
there are women on many men's
NCAA fencing teams in colleges
throughout the country. (It is
the NIWFA-the National Inter-
collegiate Women's Fencing Ass-
ociation-which, in refusing men
admittance to its dual meets or
championships, remains exclu-
sionary.) Thus Paul Cordts is in
fact Hopkins'
first NCAA fencing All-
American of either sex, and I
feel he should not be denied this
honor.

It must be noted that the
standards for performance in the
NCAA and NIWFA are not
the same: to be an NCAA

All-American, a fencer must
place in one of the top 6 spots,
while the NIWFA requires a
fencer to finish in the top 8
places. Loree Keleher (last
year's NIWFA All-American)
was 7th, and thus wouldn't have
made it in the NCAA; never-
theless Loree did qualify as an
NIWFA All-American, and this
fine achievement was publicized
many times in the News-Letter
and other media. It takes
nothing away from Loree's per-
formance last year to recognize
Paul's performance this year, or
to note the eligibility conditions
and standards under which each
of them had to perform. To do
otherwise implies that the con-
ditions and standards were iden-
tical, which--besides leading the
reader astray--does a disservice
to both of them.

Cordially,
Dick Oles

Men's Fencing Coach

HOW TO FLY
TO THE SUN WITHOUT

BURNED.

Introducing the
Discount Tan
In your own backyard the
summer sun can make you
look and feel like a million. But
let's face it, your own backyard
can get boring. If you've got
some vacation coming, why
not spend it under a sun that's
a lot more exotic:

With that in mind Inter-
Collegiate Holidays intro-
duces the Discount Tan.
We've done a little bargain-
ing on your behalf in the
Bahamas, one of the best
places on earth to grab an
exotic, tropical island tan.

The Bahamas
The beautiful Bahamas. We
offer you a choice of vaca-
tions: first the Inter-
Collegiate Program. Hotels
on the doorstep of the
Atlantic and the kind of
people you'll want to
meet. Second, Club
Med. We're the offi-
cial campus booking
agent for these
world-famous
resorts. Our flights
are on American
Airlines and that
means service.
You'll love the
Bahamians. They're
just like the climate
they live in—consis-
tently warm.

Getting a Discount on Your
Next Tan.. .The Flying
Discount Card.
The Bahamas is full of shops, restau-
rants, night-clubs and other diversions.
The Flying Discount card was designed
to give you a break on these and other
good times around the beach. The Dis-
count Tan is just the vacation package
you need to look and feel your summer
best. Without over-exposing your
wallet.

•
FI)11G® Washington, D.C. 20036

1028 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.

INfEllt COLLEGIATE HOLIDAYS INC. (202) 265-9890

I'm impressed Send me more information on.

111 Discount Bahamas—$99.00 per person double occupancy 8 days/7 nights
including hotels, transfers and a get-acquainted cocktail party plus the Flying*
Discount Card. Offer good May 1 through December 15, 1979.

Li Club Med—$380-410.00 per person including meals and all activities.
I] I've called you at 212-355-4705 or 800-223-0694 and I'm sold. Enclosed is my

deposit of $50.
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STATE UNIVERSITY OF
NEW YORK

in cooperation with

THE DEPT. OF EDUCATION

& CULTURE, W.Z.O.

announces its 1979

THIRTEENTH SUMMER

ACADEMIC PROGRAM
in ISRAEL

Earn up to 9 Undergraduate
credits. For more information
write or call: Office of Inter-
national Education, State Univ.
College, Oneonta, NY 13820.
(607) 431-3369

THURS MAY 104 IN THE RAT
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Cook Brings Jays To Boil

Blue Jay Laxmen Trample Terrapins

• Defenseman Mark Greenberg decks attacker as goalie Mike' Federico gulps in the loose ball

Blue Jay Nine On Move
Prep For NCAA Playoffs

The Baltimore Oriole3 aren't
the only baseball team in town
that's been hot lately. Our own
Blue Jays have won ten of their
last twelve games and are hoping
to receive a bid to Division III
NCAA playoffs.

Although the Jays dropped
a game yesterday against Mt. St.
Mary's 8-2, the team has raised
its record to 16-10, compiling an
eight-game winning streak in the
process. The streak tied the
previous Blue Jay record, set in
1977.

On Tuesday the Jays
thrashed Bowie State, taking
both ends of a double header,
6-1 and 9-5. Sophomore Neil
Kleinberg wbn the first game
this season, striking out nine
batters in seven innings and
yielding only three hits. Steffan
Burns pitched the second game,
raising his record to 5-2.

On Monday the Jays split a
double-header with Ursinus Col-
lege, a team who had lost only
two conference games to Wid-

ener before being defeated by

the Jays. Tr -captain Frank

Parreira got the victory.
On the 25th, the Jays swept

a pair of games from Dickinson,

8-4 and 11-4. Junior Mike April
tied on the MAC record in the
first game, hitting two triples.

Leading this year's hitting
attack has been senior Don
Sacha. Sacha leads the team
overall with a .321 average. He
also leads the team in total
number of hits (28) and runs
scored (22). Sophomore Bruce
Kane has been producing some
key hits in the cleanup spot of
late and shares the base-stealing
lead with Sacha. Each man has
stolen 11 bases.

Tr -captain George Coutros
has also helped sparked the
offense, producing 32 RBI's over
the season, along with April who
holds the second highest average
(.297).

Pitching has been strong for
the Jays this year. The most
outstanding performance of the
year came from senior hurler,
Co-Captain Steffan Burns, who
pitched a no-hitter against Wash-

ington College. Burns, a mathe-
matics major from Belair, has
been consistenly strong over
his four year tenure using a good
assortment of off-speed pitches.

Junior Frank Parreira, from
Crownsville, Md., came up with
the latest shutout, scoring an 8-0
win over strong Salisbury. Par-
reira picked up 3 wins in the
5-game streak, scoring a 3-2
ten-inning stint over Gettysburg
the day after he got the win over
Washington College with a 2 1/3
inning relief job. The talented
Parreira has filled in at third base
while Mark Burrows was out
with a broken hand. Frank is
also reliable with the bat in his
hand and has been the lead-off
hitter in some of the games. A
third strong hurler is freshman
Steve Hand who got most of the
early season victories.

Throughout the season, the
Blue Jays have shown superior
baserunning abilities, stealing 62
bases in 26 games.

The Jays close their season
against Western Maryland away.

Has Hopkins Held The
Line For Title IX?

Women's athletics at Hop-

kins has come a long way since

Hopkins went co-ed less than ten

years ago.,The women on the

JHU teame have worked hard:

in field hockey, fencing, swim-

ming, tennis, squash, basketball

and lacrosse. But they have yet

to receive adequate support

from the University under the

conditions of Title IX.
Title IX is the abbreviated

legal name for a passage in the

Equality in Education Act which

states that, in general, women's

sports should be given the

same funding that is given to

men's sports. Presently, neither
Johns Hopkins nor any other

unitersity complies with these

general guidelines. As a matter

of fact, the average expenditure

for women's sports in 1977-8

was only 20 per cent of the

budget allotment for men. At

Hopkins, lacrosse and football

are given $25,000 annually,

to coach a few sports full-time?
The Administration is shaky on
this point. Athletic Director
Robert Scott says, "The ratio of
men's full-time coaches to men's
part timers is 5:7. The women
have a ratio of 3:4."

When Scott talks of three
full-time coaching jobs he means
Women's Athletic Coordinator
fvlicul Ann Morse in lacrosse and
field hockey, and Men's coach
Tim Welsh in women's swim-
ming. The Administration
dodges on this point again.
Scott is forced to agree that
although there are a total of six
full-time male athletic personnel
while women's varsity sports
survive on a pittance.

Of course, JHU could be
fair to its women intercollegiate
athletes, but at what price? To
give every woman who plays an
intercollegiate sport a full size
locker ($17) would result in -the
extreme reduction of locker

The Blue Jays showed the
fans that they are still number
one Saturday at College Park as
they eked out a close 13-12
victory over the University of
Maryland Terrapins.

A crowd of 15,283 and an
even larger television audience
looked on as Hopkins came back
time and time again, finally
pulling it out on Joe Garavante's
rebound shot with only 46
seconds to play. Garavente had
pulled in the rebound after
fellow midfielder Dave Huntley's

4 whip shot was stopped by
z goalkeeper

space in the women's locker
rooms at the Athletic Center. To
give the JHU women laundry
service would result in a neces-
sary coordination of the uni-
forms to an orderly place after
each use, without additional
strain being placed on the
coaches and their assistants, who
even the athletes agree are
overworked.

If the coaches are over-
worked, then why doesn't the
University hire another woman
Coach. Even Scott has to admit
' that there are half of a dozen
full-time male staffers,
(Cox, Welsh, Amen, Ciccarone,
Horowitz, and Scott himself),
there is only one woman who is
;at the Athletic Center every day
of the week. Certainly the
department can pay another
woman to coach--or can it?

"No," Scott says,s. "It costs
a lot less for three part time

cont. on p. 22.

Bryant Waters,

The Jays and Terps kept the
fans on the edge of their seats
throughout the exciting game.
The lead passed back and forth,
as the score was tied ten times.
After jumping out to a 1-0 lead,
the Terps were unable to widen
the gap, and with the score tied
at eight apiece following a goal
by middie Scott Baugher, Jim
Bidne and Wayne Davis com-
bined for a pair within a minute
to give Hopkins a 10-8 lead,
after three quarters. Bidne used
an assist from Jeff Cook to open
the fourth period with a goal,
making it 11-8. But less than a
minute later Bob Boniello, Mary-
land's star attacker, broke away
for his second goal. Boniello had
been harried throughout the
game by the Jays' Mark Green-
berg, but now he seemed to have
mastered the Hopkins defender
as he promptly scored again.
making it 11-10. The Terps then
switched their offensive efforts
to the top of the crease and
worked the ball around, for-
saking their usual "run and gun"
and "basketball" style lacrosse.
The Marylanders succeeded in
opening the Jays' defense, and
attacker Mike Duffy broke into
Mike Federico's safe to even the
score_ at 11-11. After cracking
open the Hopkins offense, mid-
die Terrie Kimball grabbed the
sphere and hustled straight down
the field, dodged his defender
and shot, scoring the Terps'
twelfth goal, and his third of the
day.

With only three minutes left
to play, freshman Jeff Cook
slowed down the pace of the
game and took charge of the
attack, forcing the U of M

deferfse to open up for him,
then working it into tie the
score. Just over two minutes
later, senior Joe Garavente
dropped the ball in over Waters's
shoulder for the final point.

For Jeff Cook, it turned out
to be an excellent day. The
newcomer picked up three goals
and two assists while being
closely held by All-American
Randy Ratlifis wooden stick.
The midfield exploded for a
large number of Blue Jay goals
as captain Dave Huntley scored
three from the outside, and
Scott Baugher assisted on two
goals and scored one of his own
in the third quarter. Wayne
Davis picked up two of the Jays'
seven assisted goals with assists
from Baugher and Cutrone.

Hopkins attackman Jim
Bidne, who credited Jeff Cook
with the win, said, "He really
settled us down, brought us to
the goal." Cook certainly
brought Bidne to the goal, as
Jim pulled a hat trick with three
goals in the second half.

The game was not the
offense's alone, as both Hopkins

I and Maryland proved they have
the strongest defenses in the
country. Outstanding perform-
ances against outstanding attack-
ing players was the name of the
game as JHU's Mark Greenberg
and Dave Black paired up
to limit the Terps to only twelve
goals instead of their season
average of seventeen. If all goes
as coaches Beardmore and Cicca-
rone hope this game will be
repeated on May 26th when the
Terrapins host the 1979 La-
crosse championships.

*LAX NOTES: If Hopkins
defeats Navy tomorrow at
Homewood, the game will mark
the Jays' first undefeated season
in thirty-seven years... it will also•
be the 17th victory in a
row...the game starts at 2 p.m.
tomorrow and will be televised
on channel 13, broadcast on
WITH (1230 AM) and WJHU
(88 FM). ..The University of
Delaware plays the Terps on
:day 9th, and the Blue Hens now
sport a 12-1 record.. .If the Terps
play in the NCAA champion-
ship, it will be the first time in
nine years the host school has
comileted in the finals.

13-Squad Laxers
In a closely played game,

the Junior Varsity Lacrosse
Team lost to St. Mary's, 7-6, on
Tuesday, May 1. The teams
played evenly throughout the
contest, and the third quarter
ended in a deadlock, 6-6. Kyle
Hicks had an outstanding game
for the Jays scoring three goals,
while Randy Mayne chipped in
with two goals. The loss dropped
the Blue Jay record to 2-6.

During the previous week,
the team lost a 16-8 contest to
Anne Arundel Community Col-
lege. Trailing 8-1 at the half, the
Jays came back to close within
four, 11-7, at the end of the
third quarter. Hicks scored twice
and had two assists while Nelson
File and Mike Lee each added

two goals.
The St. Mary's defeat was

the third straight loss for Hop-
kins, who bowed to Farming-
dale, C.C., 12-6 the week before.
That contest was totally differ-
ent from the Anne Arundel
game, and this time Hopkins
played well at the outset, trailing
4-3 at the half, before succumb-
ing to the Farmingdale attack.
The Blue Jays were forced to
play a man down during a large
portion of the game, amassing
fourteen penalties. Randy
Mayne tallied twice for Hopkins.

On Thursday, April 12, the
Jays gained their second victory,

• trouncing Catonsville C.C. 12-4.
Hopkins led 7-1 at the half and
dominated throughout.
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coaches than it does for one downfall of men's wrestling,
full-time staffer.- It also costs a , football, and baseball, to say the
lot less for a part-timer in the least. But the women of Hopkins
line of pride as well. How can a aren't asking for half. They are
part-timer look herself and her just looking for a little coopera-
team in the eyes and say, "Let's, tion in a school with what coach
go out there and win, let's, Tim Welsh calls, "the best
become a championship team, attitude of the administration

"The lack in women's sports

seems to be an indiscretion

of the circumstances"

Hey, I'll admit that I won't be
here next year 'cause I'll prob-
ably get a better paying full-time
job next season, but let's win
anyhow."

Maybe the men's program
feels threatened here at Hopkins,
and holds the view that an
NCAA spokesperson once ex-
pressed: "Title IX guidelines, as
set forth by HEW, will be the
downfall of all men's inter-
collegiate athletics." Assuredly,
if the Athletic Department of
the Johns Hopkins University
divides its budget down the
middle and gives the women
their 40 or 50 per cent, then
Title IX would surely be the

towards the student of any
university that I have ever
attended, worked in, or taught
at."

For the Hopkins women, a
little cooperation means having
their needs met. As one senior
put it, "Hopkins is facing reality,
but only slowly. This is the first
year year we have even had a
trainer in all of the major
events."

The Lady Jays aren't too
concerned about petty details,
but they would like lockers,
practice uniforms, equal meal
and laundry service. Their big-
gest concerns at present are the
attitudes of the male coaches.

Hopkins hooper Carol

When I got there it was twelve "

o'clock, the Cecil CC team had
just begun to tramp in. The
ladies wore old sweats, and the

star had a cigarette dangling
out of her mouth. They would

beat the ladies from Title IX by
eighteen points. Could Title IX

signal the downfall of women's
athletics at Hopkins? I sincerely
doubted t as I left.

Swimmers Cop Top Hop
Achievement Awards
BY "DELAWARE DAVE"

EINOLF

All-American swimmers
Dean Buchenauer and Carol
Rubino were awarded a pair of
Hopkins' top ethletic awards this
week.

Buchenauer was named as
the recipient of the Scott award.
This award, donated by a
distinguished alumnus, is pre-
sented to the graduating senior
who best exemplifies the combi-
nation of scholar and athelete.

Rubino has been given the
Mallonee - H club award for the
most outstanding contribution
by a woman to athletics at Johns

Hopkins. This award is the first
counterpart to the award given
Brian Goodman last week. The
award will be granted dually for
all coming years.

By maintaining a 3.82 grade
point average in physics, Bu-
chenauer has been awarded by
Phi Beta Kappa and the Physics
department as the most out-
standing student in the class of
'79. As an athelete he has been a
four-time All-American for four
seasons here at Hopkins. Bu- -
chenauer has also been on the
three JHU championship teams,
and he co-captained the 1979
squad.

In the field of woman's

athletics, Rubino has spent four
years on the JHU women's swim
team, three of which teams she
has co-captained. She holds the
University records in the 100
and 200 yard breaststroke and
has received the Most Improved
and Most Valuable Athelete
honors during her Hopkins
career. Ms. Rubino was a three-
year varsity lacrosse player dur-
ing her freshman through junior
years, and was voted most
improved in lax as well. For her
senior year, Carol has joined the
women's track club and will be
seeking the MAC Championship
in shot put and discus in the
upcoming meet of this weekend.

Lee, Makowska All-Stars 

Ladies Lax Lookin' Lean
The Johns Hopkins Wo-

men's Lacrosse squad received a
bid last week to the U.S.W.L.A.
Division II national tournament.

The bid marks the first trip
ever for Hopkins to the event,
which will begin next Friday,
May 11, at Holland College,
Virginia. Teams from all over
the East Coast will compete
for the Division II crown.

The Jays are fresh off a
victory Wednesday over Leba-
non Valley. Hopkins triumphed,
11-0, in the contest which they
thoroughly dominated to raise
their season mark to 7-6-1.

After racing out to a quick
4-0 lead, Hopkins' offense
ground to a halt, although they
continued to dominate play, and
the score remained the same
until halftime.

About a minute into the
second half, the Jays got on the
board again with Lynn Katz's

second goal, off an assist by Hala
Makowska. Coach Micul Ann

, Morse stayed with her starting
team throughout the second
half, and they continued to
overwhelm Lebanon Valley as
they poured six more goals
before the final whistle.

The leading scorer in the
game was Makoska with three
goals and an assist. Ellen Lim,
Sue Hooper, Lynn Katz each
had two tallies, and Lim also got
an assist. Hopkins also got
a strong game from its defense
and midfield players, including
especially defense wing Becky
Schmidt.

Last weekend, the Jay
squad finished fourth in the
state women's locrosse tourna-
ment held at Anne Arundel
Community College. In the first
round Saturday, Hopkins
trounced Catonsville 17-6 as
Hala Makowski notched 9 goals.

But in the second game, the Jays
fell to Maryland, nationally
ranked in Division I play, by
convincing 17-1. Hopkins also
lost the consolation round game
to Loyola, 6-1.

Following the tournament,
goalie Gail Lee was named to the
state second team squad. Mary---
land will send a team later this
month .to a southern regional
tournament. Second home Hala
Makowska, Hopkins' leading
scorer on the season, was also
named to the reserve (third)
team.

The next Lady Jay game
will be at home against a weak
Goucher squad Saturday on
the soccer field behind the
Athletic Center. Then Tuesday
they will have an opportunity to
avenge one of last weekend's
defeats when they travel to
Loyola to take on the Grey-
hounds.

Stafford soars for jumper iniate season contest

Orioles Streaking
BY BOB RIGGS, ESQ.

The Baltimore Orioles re-
turn home tonight against the
California Angels, fresh off a
fantastic road trip that has seen
them rise to first place in the
American League East.

Since dropping a decision
April 18 to the New York
Yankees, the Orioles have won
13 of 14 games. After sweeping
a four-game series here against
Milwaukee, they went to Ana-
heim and took a three-game set
from the Angels, then to Oak-
land for two out of three, and
most recently to Seattle for
three more wins.

Baltimore now stands atop
the A.L. East, holding a slim
half-game margin over the Bos-
ton Red Sox and a four-game
lead over the world champion
New York Yankees, currently in
fourth place.

While the Birds have gotten
steady pitching from their round
corps during the streak, they
have been propelled chiefly by
heavy hitting. In their last nine
games, they have banged out
104 hits to raise their season
batting mark to .281. They have
also begun cracking home runs
at a prodigious rate, and the
team total now stands at 27 with
less than a sixth of the season
gone.

The heaviest hitter has been
Ken Singleton, now tied with
Fred Lynn for the league lead
in home runs with eight. Single-
ton also sports the best average
of any regular--.337.

But no one player has
carried the team. Rich Dauer has
shaken his perennial opening
slump at the earliest date ever,
and has gatheied 13 hits in his
last five games to improve his
average to .325. Eddie Murray,
last season's home run leader,
has only one so far, but he has
hit in 15 straight games and his
batting mark stands at .312 with
17 RBI's.

Gary Roenicke and John
Lowenstein, newcomers to the
Oriole roster this season, have
both made important contribu-
tions. Each is hitting over .300
and each has had three home
runs, Lowenstein in only 15 at
bats. And both have made
significant improvements over
last year's outfield defense.

The Oriole starting rotation,
so highly touted before the start
of the season, has been recover-
ing slowly after a shaky start,
but the real pitching star has
been the 6'7" rookie who the
players call Bigfoot, reliever Tim
Stoddard.

A teammate of David
Thompson's on the NCAA
championship basketball team
from North Carolina a few years
ago, the rookie Stoddard has
inspired awe in the hearts of

many of the batters he faced in a
2 1/3 inning string. Stoddard
leads the team in strikeouts even
though he has been used only
for short relief work. His t.R.A.
is 1.35.

Though the team is en-
couraged by its strong pennant
performance, it is still way too
early for pennant talk, as man-
ager Earl Weaver admitted yes-
terday. Last year, the Orioles
went 8-0 on their first West

Coast trip, but were unable to

sustain their drive and finished
fourth.

Then, too, a glance at the
standings in the other three
divisions reveals that none of
the leaders would be better than
a 5-1 bet to wind up on top at
the end of the season. Minne-
sota, Houston and Montreal have
hardly established reputations as

world-beaters.Injuries could prove costly
to the Orioles. Doug Decinces is
currently on the disabled list
with a bad back,, and there is
now talk that he may require
surgery. Rich Dauer has so far
filled in adequately defensively
at third base, and Dauer's
replacement at second, Billy
Smith, has come up with some
key hits. But Decinces's power-
ful bat could be missed if the
others start to cool off.

Another even more worri-
some problem for the Birds is
the status of their ace right-
hander, Jim Palmer, who has
also been plagued by a back
sprain. Palmer was forced to
leave the game in the first inning
of his last game, Sunday against
Oakland. He is scheduled to start
again against Don Aase tonight,
and start he will, because a
clause in his contract guarantees
him a bonus if he starts 30
games this season.
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Burns Hurls No-Hitter
BY ANDREW COHEN

On Friday, Stcffan Burns,
the Blue Jay Varsity Baseball
Team's senior captain, capped
off a brilliant undergraduate
career by hurling a superb 2-0 no
hit victory at Washington Col-
lege. The no-hitter was Burns's
first in his scholastic pitching
efforts and the Jays' first in a
long, long time.

"The game Steffan pitched
was absolutely brilliant," com-
mented Coach Denny Cox.
"Steff is probably the most
experienced pitcher on our
team. He has great knowledge of
the game, throws hard when he
has to, and has precise control."

The ballgame was the
second of a doubleheader with
Washington College. In the first
game Blue Jay hurler Steve Hand
was battered in an 8-5 defeat.
Following the first-game explo-
sion by the Shoremen, Steffan
hoped only to cool the Washing-
ton bats in the nightcap.

"I felt fine physically before
the game," Burns explained,
"but I was a little nervous
because of the first game out-
come. The long two hour
ride to Washington College was
no joy either."

Steffan dominated the sec-
ond inning contest, striking out
four batters while issuing only
three walks. Apart from the

bases allowed on balls, two other
Washington players reached
base. One opponent was hit by a
pitch, and the other took first
when Blue Jay shortstop Bill
Stromberg muffed a pop fly ball
in the sixth inning. Jay catcher
Bruce Kane defended the streak
by putting out the one opponent
who tried to reach second, on a
steal.

Offensively, the Hopkins
men scored their two runs in the
top of the third. Outfielder Mike
April opened the inning with a
single. One out later second
baseman Don Sacho also made a
hit. The two runners advanced
one base on a successful double
steal. With two outs, Kane lined
a base hit to right field, thus
driving in both runners for the
2-0 score.

Going into the bottom of
the seventh inning, everyone on
the Blue Jay team was aware
that Steffan was on the verge of
Hopkins baseball history. This
was particularly nerve-wracking
because it was not the first time
that Steffan had been close to
no-hitter stardom.

"Two years ago, I had a 2-0
no-hitter going against Swarth-
more College," Burns recalled,
"but in the last inning I not only
blew the no-hitter, but I blew
our lead. In the back of my
mind, I kept thinking about the
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PAID RESEARCH
VOLUNTEERS

Volunteers needed to participate in a vaccine re-

search study at the Center for Vaccine Development,

University of Maryland School of Medicine (Balt.).

Two part study:

1. Outpatient - month of June, two short out-

patient visits to Univ. Hospital to receive

vaccine.

2. Inpatient - 12 days (during month of August)

in dormitory-like ward at Univ. Hospital.

For completion of both parts of study, paid approx.

$400.00.

Studies are part of ongoing studies of Cholera

vaccine at the Center for Vaccine Development.

All volunteers must be in good health and at least 18

years of age. Accepting volunteers now. For more

information about this and other studies call

528-5328 as soon as possible.

Swarthmore game. I knew that
with one swing Washington
College could get back into the
game. I wanted the no-hitter,
but, more importantly,
wanted to win."

The seventh inning went
quite smoothly, and Steffan had
the no-hitter. After the last play,
the team erupted into cheers of
hearty congratulations for the
pitching performance. "It takes
a great deal of luck to pitch a
no-hitter," Burns said. "At any-
time, one of their batters could
bloop a single, or reach first on a
slow roller. I am very thrilled
with the victory, though."

As captain of the team,
Steffan has played a superb
leadership role. Along with star
pitcher Frank F...arreira, Burns has
worked closely with the younger
Blue Jay hurlers.

Steffan has also been a great
asset to the entire Hopkins
athletic program. As a photo-
grapher, the senior math major
has taken many team photos and
action shots for all the Blue Jay
squads. To his tribute, many of
his best sports action photos
presently hang on the walls in
the main office of the Newton
H. White Athletic Center.
Steffan will be sorely missed by
the athletics departments when
he departs for graduate school at
Emory University next year.
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